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Abstract 

Reversible logic plays an important role in quantum computation. Quantum 

computations are known to have massive parallelism and hence, exponential 

speed-up is possible in some algorithms. Logic operations in quantum sys

tems are unitary transformations that are reversible. A computing system 

that is logically reversible can be physically reversible. Therefore, research 

in reversible logic can lead to the design of powerful computing devices. 

The synthesis of reversible logic targeted to the construction of quantum 

circuits is significantly different from non-reversible logic synthesis. The un

derlying synthesis procedures start from Boolean function specifications, and 

generate circuits that are realizable with quantum technologies. In general, 

for a given Boolean function, the design flow employs a series of methods such 

as embedding the Boolean function into a reversible one, finding a Multiple

Controlled-Toffoli (MCT) realization, minimizing the Toffoli circuit, decom

posing the Toffoli circuit into a quantum circuit, and optimizing the quantum 

circuit. These approaches are mostly heuristics that show significant room 

for improvement. The aim of this thesis is to improve existing heuristics. 
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One such optimization heuristic is template matching. The current set of 

templates (rewriting rules) used in template matching is incomplete. More

over, the exact mapping of gate sequences of a template to gate sequences of a 

circuit is a complex problem that has not been solved. If minimal circuits are 

known, then they can be used as comparison for heuristic methods. However, 

the entangled state - a phenomenon in quantum computation - makes it 

difficult to develop a synthesis method that gives minimal circuits. Moreover, 

different technologies have different constraints. For example, Ion Trapped 

technology requires Linear Nearest Neighbor (LNN) circuits. Heuristics for 

constructing LNN circuits use SWAP gates that results in a dramatic in

crease in the number of gates. There are many possibilities for modelling 

universal quantum gate libraries; however, which library would be the best 

suited for quantum technologies is an open question. 

In this thesis, we first present an exhaustive search method that finds mini

mal circuits of 3 qubits that serve as benchmarks. We give a new definition 

of template with a set of properties that show that minimal circuits are em

bedded in templates. Hence, we prove that a complete set of templates has 

the power of obtaining a minimal circuit from any non-minimal circuit by 

using template matching. The properties of templates also lead us to the 

development of algorithms for constructing new templates. A graph-based 

data structure enables an efficient formulation as well as implementation of 

matching problems. A set of algorithms for exact template matching is devel

oped. The efficiency of the proposed algorithms is verified by optimizing the 
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standard benchmarks. We analyse different models as well as minimal ways 

of constructing LNN circuits without the use of SWAP gates. Our proposed 

heuristic takes less time to obtain reduced LNN circuits than other methods 

in the literature. We suggest that if a 2-qubit function can be realized by 

a single 2-qubit quantum gate, then a new gate library can be built. By 

considering such a gate has unit quantum cost, we find two different gate 

libraries that lead to significant cost reductions in realizing 3-qubit minimal 

circuits. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Landauer's principle [1] states that the thermodynamic cost of a bit of infor

mation acquisition or destruction is at least kTln2 Joule, where k is Boltz

mann's constant and Tis temperature. For room temperature, the amount 

of dissipating heat per bit is small (i.e., 2.9 x 10-21 Joule). However, this 

amount of heat has significant effects on the nano-scale design. According to 

Moore's Law, the advancement of technologies is achieved by the exponen

tial downscaling of transistors and the doubling of the number of transistors 

per area unit every 18 months [2]. However, reducing the transistor's size 

and placing a high volume of transistors on a chip cause severe problems 

in stable computing in nano-scale devices. Designs with information loss 

are not logically reversible [1]. Bennett, in his "Notes on the history of re

versible computation," showed that reversible computation can potentially 

be performed without losing energy. Systems that are not reversible can 
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be transformed into reversible systems by storing all input information [3]. 

This promising approach reduces energy loss. However, many real compu

tational problems that are required to solve are exponentially hard - one 

example is integer factorization. It has been shown that a polynomial-time 

solution for the integer factoring problem can be found by using quantum 

computers [4]. Quantum systems perform logic operations according to the 

principles of quantum mechanics that are entirely different from the classical 

counterpart [5]. Every quantum system can be described by a state vector 

in 2-dimensional complex vector space. With the superposition of states, an 

infinite state space can be found in this computation [5]. Time evolution 

of a quantum system ( transition between states) is described by a unitary 

transformation. Unitary operations are reversible and no information is lost 

in the process. The fundamental unit of information in quantum computa

tion is the qubit. The computational basis states of a qubit are analogous to 

the states of a bit in classical computation [5]. In building a general-purpose 

quantum computer, it is important to embed Boolean logic functions into 

quantum gates and devices. 

Quantum gates are represented by unitary matrices which may include com

plex elements [5]. The most commonly used quantum gate library includes 

NOT, CN OT, Controlled-V, and Controlled-Vt gates. Quantum gates re

alize reversible functions. Classical reversible functions - a special case of 

multiple-output Boolean logic functions - can be realized by quantum cir

cuits by cascading quantum gates. A key factor is that the Controlled-V 
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and the Controlled-t gates may generate entangled states ( that cannot be 

separable into an individual state of qubits [5]) at any intermediate position 

in circuits. Therefore, it is very difficult to choose individual quantum gates 

in a synthesis procedure. So far, synthesis methods find classical reversible 

circuits for the given functions by using classical reversible gates such as Tof

foli [6], Fredkin [7], and Peres [8]. The classical reversible circuits are then 

decomposed [9] into quantum circuits. However, the resulting quantum cir

cuits can be optimized further to reduce the quantum costs ( number of gates 

in circuits). 

Quantum technologies exhibit physical limitations on the number of qubits, 

the interaction between qubits [10, 11], and the quantum costs in circuits. 

Realizations can always be improved by finding new methods and better 

gate realizations. But one of the problems that has been addressed for a long 

time is exact minimization of quantum costs in circuits of more than 3 qubits. 

Most of the synthesis optimization methods are search based heuristics. A 

common optimization heuristic referred to as template matching [12, 13, 

14] reduces the number of gates in circuits. However, the major challenge 

of this method is to search for a sub-sequence of gates in circuits to be 

optimized. So far this search problem has not been solved. My thesis work 

involves determining how some search problems in synthesis and optimization 

heuristics can be solved in efficient ways. The major objectives of this work 

are as follows: 

1. Develop an algorithm to find all minimal quantum circuits of 3 qubits: 
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For a given gate library, a circuit for a function is minimal if no other 

circuit with fewer gates realizes the same function. Minimal circuits 

serve as a benchmark for evaluating optimization methods. 

2. Define the properties of templates: Templates are identity circuits that 

can be used to reduce the gates in circuits. Templates can be consid

ered to be rewriting rules. Identity circuits can be constructed in many 

different ways. However, some identity circuits are not templates, be

cause they provide new rewriting rules. Properties of templates can 

lead to constructing templates in an efficient way. 

3. Develop and implement an exact template matching algorithm: Tem

plate matching searches the sequence of gates in circuits to be matched 

with the sequence of gates in templates. However, some gates in both 

circuits and templates can move backwards and forwards. The mo

bility of gates makes the searching process very complex. Heuristic 

implementations of template matching do not ensure that if a sequence 

in a circuit to be optimized by a template exists, then template match

ing will find that sequence. Therefore, an exact template matching 

should be developed that guarantees the above implication. 

4. Develop a heuristic to generate templates of more than 3 qubits: Usu

ally templates can be identified iteratively according to the template 

definition. However, increasing the number of qubits results in the 

search space increasing exponentially. Therefore, iteratively construct-
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ing templates of more than 3 qubits is difficult. However, by taking into 

account the gate pattern of circuits to be optimized, some templates of 

more than 3 qubits can be constructed. 

5. Propose an efficient heuristic to synthesize Linear Nearest Neighbour 

circuits: Quantum circuits to be mapped into one-dimensional quan

tum architecture require the following property: the control and the 

target of all 2-qubit gates in the circuit must be adjacent. Such quan

tum circuits are referred to as Linear Nearest Neighbour (LNN) circuits. 

Heuristic methods use SWAP gates to transform an arbitrary quantum 

circuit to its equivalent circuit for LNN architectures. In this approach, 

the number of gates in the resulting LNN circuits increases dramati

cally and optimization methods are employed to reduce the gates in 

circuits. However, heuristics for constructing reduced LNN circuits 

without using SWAP gates can be developed. 

6. Present an analysis of experimental results: The proposed methods 

of synthesizing quantum circuits are implemented using the C / C++ 

programming language. Results of experiments are compared to the 

reversible benchmarks and others research to show the effectiveness of 

this work. 

The presented work is organized as follows. 

• In the chapter Basic Definitions and Literature Review, classical 

irreversible and reversible logic functions are defined. The fundamen-
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tals of quantum computation will help readers to understand the logic 

representations and entangled states in quantum computations. This 

chapter also discusses classical and semi-classical quantum circuits. At 

the end of this chapter, we analyze and identify problems of previous 

synthesis and optimization approaches. 

• The first step of our research is to find all 3-qubit minimal circuits 

that are to be used as a benchmark to evaluate optimization methods. 

The chapter Synthesis of 3-qubit Minimal Circuits focuses on the 

constraints of logic operations in semi-classical quantum circuits with 

the NCV gate library, followed by a discussion about the algorithms for 

constructing minimal circuits. A cost-benefit analysis is also presented 

for different architectures of circuits. 

• Minimal and non-minimal circuits are embedded in quantum templates. 

With this property, we develop an algorithm to find 3-qubit quantum 

templates. This work also shows why template matching fails to opti

mize circuits of 2 qubits, even if all templates of 2 qubits are known. 

The main reason for this failure is the template definition itself. In 

the chapter Properties of Quantum Templates, a new definition of 

template is introduced. A set of properties is established to construct 

new templates. A complete set of templates has the potential to find 

all minimal circuits of classical reversible functions. 

• In the chapter Algorithms for Generating Templates, we develop 
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and implement an algorithm that iteratively generates 3-qubit identity 

circuits with the NCV gates. The mobility of gates in an identity circuit 

are captured in a Hasse diagram. With the depth-first search algorithm, 

potential sequences of gates in an identity circuit are generated to test 

whether any sequence conforms with the template definition. To reduce 

the run time of template matching, the essential sequences of gates in 

a template are also identified. We observe that some templates are not 

useful, especially when quantum circuits to be optimized are obtained 

from classical reversible circuits. Therefore, we develop a heuristic 

to generate templates of more than 3 qubits by cascading the best 

known quantum implementation of Toffoli gates that are used in the 

decomposition process. 

• The matching of gate sequences in templates with the gate sequences 

of circuits can be accomplished in many different ways according to 

the moving rules. Most of the implementations of template matching 

incorporate heuristics to reduce the search space and run-time. These 

methods do not ensure that if a sequence in a circuit to be optimized 

by templates exists, then template matching must find that sequence. 

In the chapter Exact Template Matching, the term "exact tem

plate matching" is defined. A circuit to be optimized is represented 

by a Hasse Diagram [15]. Graph based algorithms for the exact tem

plate matching are developed and implemented. The efficiency of this 

method is verified by optimizing benchmarks circuits. 
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• The chapter Synthesis of LNN Circuits discusses a new heuristic 

for synthesizing LNN circuits without inserting SWAP gates. Different 

models of how the control(s) and the target of a gate can be adjacent 

are shown. We also find LNN templates that are used to optimize LNN 

circuits. 

• To design circuits realizable by quantum technologies, different cost 

models of unit cost such as merge gate [16], double-gate [17], and par

allel operations [18] are found in the literature. However, the question 

of which is the best cost model is still open. It is observed that any 

2-qubit function can be realized with unit cost. In the chapter Two

qubit Gate Library we build different 2-qubit gate libraries. It is 

shown that the cost reduction for 3-qubit minimal circuits with the 

proposed 2-qubit gate libraries is on average 35%. 

• The dissertation ends with the chapter Conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 

Basic Definitions and 

Literature Review 

2.1 Boolean Logic Functions 

A function denoted by f : X --+ Y is a binary relation from the set X to Y, 

where for each element x EX there exists a unique element y E Y [15]. The 

relation may be many-one or one-one. A function f : X --+ Y is a one-one 

correspondence if y E Y, then there exists x such that x E X and y = f ( x). A 

Boolean logic function f : B --+ B, defined over the set B = { 0, 1}, represents 

certain propositions whose results would be either true (1) or false (0). Logic 

synthesis is the process of realizing logic functions in terms of primitives 

(gates). Logic operations in computing devices with conventional technology 

are performed by using the logic gates AND, 0 R, and NOT. The AND and 
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Input Output 
X1Xo 0 

00 0 
01 0 
10 0 
11 1 

Table 2.1: Truth table of 2-input AND gate. 

OR gates are not reversible in the sense that they destroy information as 

they give a single output for two inputs. Table 2.1 shows the logic function 

of a 2-input AND gate. However, the logic function of the NOT gate has a 

one-one correspondence between input and output. That is, no information 

is lost in the logic operations of the NOT gate, hence, it is reversible. An 

example of a reversible function is shown in Table 2.2. 

2.2 Reversible Logic Function 

Definition 2.2.1. A Boolean logic function f : En --+ Bn is reversible if it 

is bijective. For a reversible function, it is possible to obtain a unique input 

vector from a given output vector. 

In the literature reversible functions are also referred to as classical reversible 

functions [5]. Table 2.2 shows a classical reversible function. 
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Input Output 
X1Xo 0100 

00 00 
01 01 
10 11 
11 10 

Table 2.2: 2 x 2 Classical reversible function. 

2.3 Quantum Computation 

The fundamental unit of information in quantum computation is the qubit. 

The state of a qubit is represented by a vector in a two-dimensional complex 

vector space [5] and is expressed as follows: 

11/J) = alO) + ,Bil) = ( ; ) . (2.1) 

The coefficients a and /3 are complex numbers called probability amplitudes 

that satisfy the constraint lal 2 + 1/31 2 = 1. The states IO) and 11) are known 

as computational basis states that are analogous to the states O and 1 re

spectively of a classical bit. The states of a qubit can be the superposition 

of the states IO) and 11). A generalized two-qubit state can be expressed as 

(2.2) 
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This state is separable as a tensor product of two states if and only if 

).. 1 )..4 = )..2 )..3 • Otherwise, the state is entangled. This condition can be 

easily visualized if we consider the tensor product of two single-qubit states 

denoted by a1IO) + ,8111) and a2IO) + ,8211). The product state is 

2.4 Reversible Gates 

a1a2 

a1,82 

,81a2 

,81,82 

(2.3) 

A reversible gate defined over the input lines X = {x0 , x1, · · · , Xn-i} consists 

of a (possibly empty) set of control lines C C X and a set of target lines 

TcX-C. 

2.4.1 Classical Reversible Gates 

Classical reversible gates include Toffoli [6], Peres [8] and Fredkin [7] gates. 

Logic operations in classical reversible gates can be expressed with the Boolean 

NOT, AND, and EXOR operators. Among these gates, the Toffoli gate is 

widely used to realize classical reversible functions. A Multiple-Controlled

Toffoli (MCT) gate has a set of controls C, and a target T. The value of the 
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target line T is inverted if all values on the control lines are set to 1 or if 

C = 0. All remaining values pass through the gate unchanged. In the liter

ature a M CT gate with n - 1 controls is denoted by Toff oli-n. For instance, 

Toffoli-3 has 2 controls. Toffoli-1 and Toffoli-2 represent NOT and CNOT 

gates respectively. In this work we usually use Toffoli-n to denote Toffoli 

gates for n > 2. 

In the schematic of a gate, the control lines are denoted by • while the target 

lines are denoted by EB ( for Toff oli). The schematic diagram of the Toff oli-n 

gate where n E {1, 2, 3} and the function of each line is shown in Table 2.3. 

Gate Name Gate Symbols Function of lines 

Toffoli-1, NOT Xo w Oo oo = Xo 
Xo 4 Oo 

Toffoli-2, CNOT X1 01 oo = x0; o 1 = xo EB x1 

Xo 

l 
Oo 

X1 01 

Toffoli-3 X2 02 oo = xo; 01 = x1; 02 = xox1 EB x2 

Table 2.3: Reversible gates and input-output mapping. 

2.4.2 Quantum Gates 

Quantum gates manipulate the information in qubits. A quantum gate takes 

the states of qubits as inputs and results in the states of qubits as out

puts. Elementary quantum gates ( also known as quantum primitives) are 

usually represented by their unitary matrices [5), which may include com

plex elements. The control and target lines in a quantum gate are mapped 
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into qubits. The set of quantum gates NOT, CNOT, Controlled-V, and 

Controlled-t are shown in Table 2.4. This set of gates are known as the N CV 

gate library. Controlled-V and Controlled-vt gates are also known as the 

Gate Name Gate Symbols 

NOT Xo -Eft oo 

CNOT 

Controlled-V 

Controlled-t 

Matrix 

fl O O O' 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 

,o O 1 01 

(
00~ 00~ {l~i) (J~i)) 

(1-i) (l+i) 
~~ 

(
00~ ! (J~i) (J~i)) 

0 (l+i) (1-i) 
-2- --2-

Table 2.4: Quantum gates and their unitary matrices. 

Controlled-sqrt-of-NOT gates. In the NCV gate library, the NOT acts on 

a single qubit whereas CNOT, Controlled-V, and Controlled-Vt act on two 

qubits. Note that the Controlled-V and Controlled-Vt may not preserve the 

computational basis states since their matrices include complex elements. 

NOT and CN OT are self-inverse gates. Controlled-V and Controlled-vt are 

the inverse of each other. 

Both the MCT and the NCV gate libraries are universal since any classical 

reversible function can be realized by using gates from one of these libraries. 

Many sets of quantum gates (unitary matrices) are universal. However, the 
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NCV gate library is most commonly used for realizing classical reversible 

functions. 

2.5 Classical Reversible Circuits 

Classical reversible circuits are realized by cascading classical reversible 

gates without feedback and fanout to preserve the properties of reversibil

ity. The logic operations in classical reversible circuits can be explained by 

Boolean operators NOT, AND, and EXOR. A classical reversible circuit is a 

MCT circuit if it is realized with MCT gates. The circuit shown in Figure 2.1 

is a MCT circuit. 

Figure 2.1: A classical reversible circuit. 

2.6 Semi-Classical Quantum Circuits 

A quantum circuit is realized by cascading quantum gates. Note that 

fanout and feedback are not possible in quantum circuits [19]. For a given 

classical reversible function, if a quantum circuit is realized with NCV gates, 

then four states IO), 11), lvo) and lv1) of a qubit are possible at intermediate 
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positions of the circuit, where 

IO)= (5) (2.4) 

II)=(~) (2.5) 

Jvo) = (1 t) (}) (2.6) 

and 

Jv1) = (1; i) (1). (2.7) 

If a qubit in state Iva) or lv1) is applied to the control of a two-qubit gate 

in an arbitrary cascade of NCV gates, then the application results in an 

entangled state [5, 20]. However, if a quantum circuit is obtained by trans

forming a MCT circuit [9], then such entangled states will not occur in the 

circuit. Quantum circuits that are limited to four values in intermediate logic 

operations are also known as semi-classical quantum circuits [21]. The 

quantum circuit shown in Figure 2.2 is a semi-classical quantum circuit that 

realizes the same function as the MCT circuit in Figure 2.1. 

Any two-qubit operation in semi-classical quantum circuits results in either 

one of the 24 = 16 possible 2-qubit states that are separable into two single-
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0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Figure 2.2: A quantum circuit with the NCV gates. 

qubit states. Those states are IOO), 101), 110), 111), IOvo), IOv1), llvo), llv1), 

lvoO), lvol), lvovo), lvov1), lv10), lv1l), lv1vo), and lv1v1). Logic operations 

in quantum circuits can be expressed as matrix-vector multiplications as 

illustrated in Example 1. 

Example 1. Consider the quantum circuit shown in Figure 2. 3, and the gate 

Mo 

Figure 2.3: A quantum circuit. 

matrices are M0 , M1, M2, M3, M4, and Ms as indicated in the circuit. If we 

apply the 2-qubit state 1¢) as an input, by traversing each gate, we obtain the 

output state 1¢6) where 1¢1) = Mox 1¢), 1¢2) = M1 x 1¢1), l'l/J3) = M2 x 1¢2), 

1¢4) = M3 x l'l/J3), l'l/Js) = M4 x 1¢4), and 1¢6) = Ms x l'l/Js). Therefore, we 

have the following equation: 

1¢6) = Ms x l'l/Js) (2.8a) 

= Ms x M4 x M3 x M2 x M1 x Mox 1¢). (2.8b) 

The resulting matrix of the circuit is obtained by MsxM4xM3xM2 xM1 xM0 • 
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Definition 2.6.1. Consider that logic operations in circuits are performed 

by the logic operations on each gate. A quantum circuit is said to be an 

entangled circuit if it generates an entangled state for any input given in its 

computational basis state. 

Two adjacent gates g1 and g2 with controls c1 and c2 , and targets t1 and t2 

can be interchanged if c1 n t2 = 0 and c2 n t1 = 0. This property is known 

as the moving rule. Every sequence of gates in a circuit is a sub-circuit. 

However, gates in a circuit can be rearranged by using the moving rule. For 

instance, the gate at position 7 in the circuit shown in Figure 2.2 can move 

to position 3. Hence, the sequence of gates {O, 1, 2, 7} is a sub-circuit. Two

qubit quantum gates can be formed as cascades of two two-qubit primitives, 

as shown in Figure 2.4. These are referred to as splitting rules. The inverse 

of splitting rules are called merge rules. 

Xo 4=~ Oo Xo 

~=~ 
Oo Xo 4=~ Oo 

X1 01 X1 01 X1 01 

(a) 81 (b) 82 (c) 83 

Xo 

~=~ 
Oo 

X1 01 

(d) 84 

Figure 2.4: Splitting and merging of two-qubit quantum primitives. 

A reversible circuit that realizes the identity function is an identity cir

cuit [12]. The cascade of two identical self-inverse reversible gates realizes 

an identity function, whereas the cascade of a Controlled-V and a Controlled-
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t realizes an identity function. Moreover, if two reversible circuits c1 and c2 

realize the same function then c1c21 realizes the identity function. If two 

gates g1 and g2, where g1 realizes Ji and g2 realizes r;-1
, can be moved such 

that they are adjacent in a given circuit, then that pair of gates can be deleted 

since they realize the identity function. This is known as the gate deletion 

rule. 

2. 7 Costs Metrics for Reversible Circuits 

Assume that logic operations in quantum circuits will be performed with 

quantum technology, and each operation has a cost. The commonly used 

cost metrics to measure the quality of reversible circuits are quantum cost, 

number of gates, number of lines, and number of garbage lines. However, the 

most technology-independent metric is the number of gates in circuits. The 

number of gates in classical reversible circuits is known as gate count. The 

total number of quantum gates required to implement a reversible circuit is 

known as quantum cost [9]. This measure is based on the number of single 

operations in quantum circuits. In particular, the operation of a two-qubit 

quantum gate is considered to be a single operation [9]. However, two 2-qubit 

elementary quantum gates that act on the same two qubits can be merged 

into a new quantum gate ( a double gate) of cost 1 ( unit cost) [17]. The 

work [18] investigated the quantum blocks with the lowest cost in quantum 

circuits. Quantum cost is the most popular cost metric because it measures 
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the quantum computation cost and is considered to be technology indepen

dent. Assume that classical reversible gates such as Toffoli gates with a 

large number of controls will have high quantum cost. Quantum costs of 

M ultiple-Controlled-Toffoli gates with different number of controls discussed 

in [22, 23, 24] are also shown in Table 2.5. If a given function specification 

Number of controls Number of ancillary lines Quantum Cost 
2 0 5 
3 1 14 
4 1 20 
5 1 32 
6 1 44 
7 2 56 
8 2 68 
9 3 80 
10 3 92 

Table 2.5: Quantum cost of Multiple-Controlled-Toffoli gates. 

is not reversible then a significant number of additional lines are needed to 

synthesize a reversible circuit. The number of lines in circuits whose out

put values are no longer used in further computation are considered to be 

garbage lines. In quantum computation, the number of circuit lines corre

sponds to the number of qubits which are limited resources [25]. Therefore, 

the number of lines in circuits should be as small as possible. 

2.8 Overview of Reversible Logic Synthesis 

Methods 

Reversible logic functions are the permutations of the set of possible input 

values. When synthesis of reversible logic is considered, the logic functions 
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are often limited to the irreversible functions to be transformed into reversible 

functions. To realize irreversible functions using reversible gates, ancillary 

lines are added to the original functions. Classical reversible functions can 

be realized by quantum circuits with quantum gates. Quantum gates are 

realized with quantum technologies by implementing physical qubits. Un

like classical reversible gates, quantum gates do not necessarily preserve the 

computational basis states. Gates can also generate entangled states at inter

mediate positions in circuits [5]. Due to this fact, it is very difficult to choose 

the order of quantum gates in realizing circuits from function specifications. 

However, research in this area suggests the use of a series of steps, as shown 

in Figure 2.5, that employ different generation and optimization heuristics. 

In this section, we review the general synthesis flow for synthesis of quantum 

circuits from function specifications. 

2.8.1 Embedding Irreversible Functions within Reversible 

Functions 

A classical logic function f : Bk --+ B ( k > l) that maps multiple inputs into 

a single output is not reversible. However, Boolean functions that are not 

reversible can be transformed into reversible functions with an extra-bit(s) 

(or extra-working lines) to ensure reversibility [26]. The extra-input bit(s) in 

a reversible function can be pre-set to a constant, either O or 1. The extra

output bit(s) are referred to as garbage bits. If the maximum number of 
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Boolean Functions 

Embedding Irreversible Functions in Reversible Functions 

Reversibl functions 

Synthesis of Classical Reversible Circuits 

Classical reversible ci uits with MCT gates 

Optimization of MCT Circuits 

Decomposition of MCT Circuits 

Semi-classical quantum ircuits with NCV gates 

Optimization of Quantum Circuits 

Realizable circuits 

Figure 2.5: Synthesis flow for reversible circuits. 

identical output vectors in an irreversible function is k, then flog2k l garbage 

bits must be added to make the function reversible [27]. Figure 2.6(a) shows 

the symbol of a two-input AND gate. The function f of the AND gate, as 

shown in Table 2.6, can be realized by a Toffoli gate with 3 inputs. The 

function of the Toffoli-3 gate is shown in Table 2. 7. If the input bit x 2 is 

assigned constant O then the output bit o2 is equivalent to f, as shown in 
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Figure 2.6(b ). 

Input Output 
XoX1X2 Oo0102 

000 000 
001 001 

Input Output 010 010 
AB f 011 011 
00 0 100 100 
01 0 101 101 
10 0 110 111 
11 1 111 110 

Table 2.6: Truth table of AND 
gate. 

Table 2.7: Truth table of 
Toff oli-3 gate. 

AD-/ ::1: 
B O 4- f =xox1 

(a) AND gate (b) Realization of 
2-input AND gate 
with Toffoli-3. 

Figure 2.6: Reversible realization of the AND gate. 

2.8.2 Synthesis of Classical Reversible Circuits 

Classical reversible circuits are a special case of quantum circuits. Synthesis 

of classical reversible circuits starts with a universal classical gate library 

and some specifications of classical reversible functions. The goal is to find a 

circuit that realizes a given function. The circuit should have the minimum 

number of gates as well as minimum depth in its logic operations. The exact 
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synthesis methods [28, 29] iteratively obtain minimal MCT circuits. However, 

these methods use an exhaustive search approach with significant run time. 

Some reversible functions can also be constructed from a minimal circuit of 

another function. For example, a minimal circuit of 1-1 can be obtained by 

reversing the gates of the minimal circuit of f. Moreover, permutation of 

lines in minimal circuits also may result in minimal circuits of other func

tions. This reduces the search space and run-time. However, these methods 

can find minimal circuits only for functions of a few variables. Toff oli-based 

heuristics such as translating ESOP expressions into Toffoli circuits [30] and 

a transformation-based algorithm [12, 31] have also been proposed. The 

transformation-based algorithm uses the function specification and finds a 

sequence of Toffoli gates that transforms the given function to the identity 

function. This method [12] can find circuits from function specifications of 

up to 20 variables and yields near-minimal results for the functions of 3 lines. 

Heuristic methods [13, 27, 32, 33] are also notably used to synthesize classi

cal reversible functions into M CT circuits. Synthesis heuristics often rely on 

truth tables of the functions. However, for the functions with large numbers 

of variables, such methods require significant runtime to achieve the results. 

BDD-based (Binary Decision Diagram) synthesis methods potentially find 

circuits for functions with more than 100 variables [34]. In this approach, a 

function to be synthesized is represented as a BD D - a very efficient data

structure. Each node of the BDD is substituted by a cascades of reversible 

gates. In some cases, a BDD of a function may require an exponential num-:-
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ber of nodes. Moreover, BDD-based synthesis produces significantly more 

garbage lines in circuits. The ordering of nodes in a BDD has a strong effect 

on the circuit size. ROBDD (Reduced Ordered BDD) are constructed by 

removing nodes with identical children and reordering variables to result in 

smaller circuits. This approach requires significant runtime [35]. 

2.8.3 Optimization of MCT Circuits 

Circuits obtained from heuristics are mostly non-minimal. Further improve

ments can be achieved by local transformation. Optimization methods for 

MCT circuits mainly focus on improving gate count of MCT circuits. Gate 

count of the MCT circuits is improved by reducing the number of gates in 

circuits. Template matching [12, 13] and window optimization [36] are post 

synthesis heuristics that are used to reduce the number of gates in circuits. 

One property of reversible circuits is that if two circuits c1 and c2 realize the 

function f and 1-1, then c1c2 realizes the identity function. Therefore, if a 

sub-circuit realizes the identity function then the sub-circuit can be removed 

from the circuit. Template matching was developed based on these ideas. A 

template Tis a circuit that realizes the identity function. If a subsequence 

of gates in circuits to be optimized matches with a sequence of gates with 

size s1 > llTl/2 J in a template T, then the matched sequence of gates in 

the circuit can be replaced with the inverse of the remaining sequence of size 

s2 < llTl/2 J in template T. This process is called template matching. 

Gates in a reversible circuit can often be reordered without affecting the 
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function of the circuit. In template matching, the mobility of gates in cir

cuits is determined by the moving rule. The order of gates in a template are 

considered to be circular. The matching of gates from a template to a circuit 

can start anywhere in the circuit and can be extended either in a forward 

or backward direction. Window optimization [36] takes a sequence of w 

gates in a circuit of n gates, where w < n. By generating the function for the 

sub-circuit of size w, the window optimization searches for any circuit with 

fewer gates that realizes the same function. The sub-circuit is then replaced 

with the new circuit, which results in a cost reduction. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. 7: Reversible circuits with ( a) gate count 3 and quantum cost 15 = 
5 + 5 + 5 and (b) gate count 2 and quantum cost 19 = 14 + 5. 

M CT circuits with minimal gate count may not be minimal in the domain of 

quantum gates. Moreover, optimized MCT circuits with reduced gate count 

may have either lower or higher quantum costs than the costs of original cir

cuits. For instance, if the circuit with gate count 3, as shown in Figure 2.7(a), 

is replaced with the circuit with gate count 2, as shown in Figure 2. 7(b), then 

the quantum cost of the resulting circuit increases. Therefore, reduction of 

gate count in MCT circuits may not lead to circuits with reduced quantum 

costs. 
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2.8.4 Decomposition of MCT Circuits 

Barrenco et al [9] have shown that any MCT gate can be decomposed into 

a quantum circuit consisting of NCV gates. Hence, quantum circuits can be 

obtained from MCT circuits by replacing the MCT gates with their quantum 

realizations. A quantum circuit realizing Toffoli-3 with quantum cost 5 is 

shown in Figure 2.8. Decomposition of MCT circuits of n lines with MCT 

gates of m controls is as follows: first, an MCT circuit is decomposed into an 

MCT circuit with Toffoli-3 gates, and then the Toffoli-3 gates are replaced by 

their quantum implementation. However, at least one extra working line is 

required to decompose a Toffoli gate with m (m ~ 3) controls into a quantum 

circuit. More available working lines results in decompositions with fewer 

quantum gates [9]. An improved decomposition method has been proposed 

in [23]. 

(a) Toffoli-3 (b) Quantum circuit. 

Figure 2.8: Decomposition of Toffoli-3. 

2.8.5 Optimization of Quantum Circuits 

Quantum circuits obtained from the decomposition of MCT circuits can be 

optimized further. The optimization methods focus mainly on (a) improving 

quantum costs by reducing the gates in the circuit and (b) reducing circuit 
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depth by finding a sequence of gates which have disjoint sets of target and 

controls. This reordering of gates, also known as level compaction [37], can 

optimize the runtime of circuits through the parallel operation of gates. Thus, 

reducing gates in quantum circuits followed by level compaction may reduce 

the runtime of circuits. To reduce gates in quantum circuits, approaches 

such as template matching, window optimization similar to those mentioned 

in Section 2.8.3 and others have been suggested. The major problems in 

window optimization are, firstly, if a sub-circuit of size w < n or its reverse 

( or inverse ) to be optimized generates an entangled function, then it is not 

possible to generate a minimal circuit equivalent to the sub-circuit ( at this 

time no method for such optimization is known). Secondly, this method does 

not consider the mobility of gates in circuits, therefore, it fails to optimize 

even small circuits as illustrated in Example 2. 

Example 2. Consider the quantum circuit shown in Figure 2.9(a). Window 

optimization uses a window of size w. It finds a gate sequence of size w 

starting from the beginning of the circuit. Then the window is shifted from left 

to right. Since it is very hard to find minimal quantum circuits of more than 3 

qubits by searching exhaustively, the number of qubits of the gate sequence in 

window w is limited. It can be realized that every sub-circuit ( a consecutive 

gate sequence) of size 5 in Figure 2.9(a) is acting on 4 qubits. However, 

gates in the circuit can be rearranged many different ways by moving gates 

in forward and backward directions as shown in Figure 2.9(b} and 2.9(c). 

Since window optimization method does not take into account of the complex 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 4 2 3 5 7 8 9 6 

(a) 

io +-+-+-------+------'-,-'--,---,-------Hl-

ii ---+-++-l!!-,.l~----..,....,......,~
i2 ------l-++-+-+'ll-~+-++--+--1+-+

i3 -------1a-+-:-,~~....__,.,~.,.,--tt-t-+ 

i4 ----

(b) Rearrangement of gates of the 
circuit in 2.9(a). 

0 1 4 3 2 7 8 9 5 6 

io +++-------+-----;--

i 1 ---+-t--+-t----;+;..t-~-----
i2 ----1c..++-....-a-+-al-++'-+-+-+!--+--+-

i3 ---+-+-'-----I--'----,..!-+-+-+-+ 

i4 ------i 

( c) Rearrangement of gates of the 
circuit in 2.9(b). 

Figure 2.9: A quantum circuit. 

process of mobility of gates, therefore, it is unable to detect either of the 

gate sequences acting on 3 qubits in windows as indicated in Figure 2. 9(b) 

or 2.9(c). However, with w=4, the sub-curcuit in the window in Figure 2.9(c) 

is likely to be optimized with a smaller sub-circuit as explained in subsequent 

Example 3. 

Template matching is a local transformation approach in which the mobility 

of gates are taken into account. Quantum templates are used to optimize 

quantum circuits [14]. An example of quantum template matching is illus

trated in Example 3. 

Example 3. Consider the MCT circuit and its quantum realization shown 

in Figure 2.10(a) and 2.10{b). Gates 3 and 4 in the circuit of Figure 2.10{b) 

can be interchanged. Therefore, the gate sequence {3, 5, 6, 7} will form a 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 4 3 5 6 7 8 

§ 
io oo 

ii 01 

i2 02 

i3 03 

i4 

io ---1c-+--+-1--------+- oo 
i1 01 

i2 02 

i3 03 

i4 04 

(a) (b) ( c) Rearrangement of gates 

• 
. 

a a 

~ ~ 
(d) (e) 

Figure 2.10: Reversible circuits: 2.lO(a) MCT circuit , 2.lO(b) quantum 
circuit , 2.10( d) template, and 2.10( e) optimized circuit. 

sub-circuit of the circuit as shown in Figure 2.1 O{c). The gate sequence 

{2, 3, 4, 5} of the template iri Figure 2.1 O{ d) matches the gates {3, 5, 6, 7} 

of the circuit in Figure 2.10{b) (also indicated in Figure 2.10{c)). Hence, 

template matching results in the optimized circuit as shown in Figure 2.10 ( e). 

In template matching, the lines { a, b, c} of the template in Figure 2.1 O{ d) 

correspond to the lines {i2 , i 1 , i4 } of the circuit in Figure 2.10{b). 

2.8.6 Major Issues in Template Matching 

Template matching searches whether the sequence of gates in a template 

matches with the sub-sequence of gates in a circuit. Some gates in circuits 

and templates may move significant distances. Such mobility of gates is 

making template matching challenging. The sequence of gates to be matched 

in a template may not even appear in the same order in the circuit. This 
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problem is illustrated in Example 4. 

Example 4. Assume the circuit shown in Figure 2.11 ( a) is to be optimized 

with the template shown in Figure 2.11{b}. The gate sequence {1,2,3,4} of 

the template matches the gate sequence { 1, 2, 3, 5} in the circuit. However, for 

the 5th gate in the template, no match is found. There/ ore, template matching 

stops at this point. Since the size of matched sequence is 5 < llTl/2 J + 1, 

the template is not applied. However, all gates in the circuit can be matched 

with the gates in the template T if the gates in the template T appear in a 

different order such as if the gate at position 5 moves to position 7. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 

(a) Circuit c. (b) Template T. (c) Graph 

Figure 2.11: (a) quantum circuit, (b) quantum template and ( c) graph rep
resentation of the circuit c. 

The complexity in exact template matching results from two sources. First, 

due to the mobility of the gates in the template, many subsequences must be 

checked. Second, once a potential sequence in the template has been iden

tified, the matching gates in the circuit may not be adjacent - in fact they 

may appear in a different order. To reduce the matching time, heuristics are 
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employed in most proposed optimization procedures. For the first problem, 

gates are only taken in the order in which they appear in the template. For 

the second problem, gates are only processed in the order in which they ap

pear in the circuit, and the search is limited to a certain distance from the 

current match (38]. This is justified by the fact that the likelihood of finding 

a matching gate that is at a considerable distance from the current match is 

small. It is clear that any heuristic process will leave some sequence of gates 

unmatched. The first attempt to systematically find all possible sequences 

was discussed in [39], where the partial order of gates in the circuit is cap

tured in a Hasse Diagram. The Hasse Diagram representation of the circuit 

c in Figure 2.ll(a) is shown in Figure 2.ll(c). However, not all possible se

quences of the template are considered in [39]. Moreover, the set of quantum 

templates published in [14] is incomplete. No algorithm has been developed 

to find quantum templates. Therefore, properties of templates need to be 

formalized. A good understanding of templates may lead us to develop new 

methods for their generation and applications. 
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Chapter 3 

Synthesis of 3-qubit Minimal 

Circuits 

3.1 Introduction 

For a Boolean-valued function of 3 qubits, there are 23 = 8 possible inputs. 

Classical reversible functions are the special case of Boolean functions where 

outputs are the permutation of inputs. Therefore, there are 8! = 40320 clas

sical reversible functions of 3 qubits. Among 40320 functions, one function 

is an identity. Hence, 8! - 1 = 40319 functions can be realized by using 

gates. In this chapter we present a synthesis method for generating minimal 

circuits for 3-qubit functions. For a given gate library, a circuit is minimal if 

no equivalent circuit has fewer gates. Two circuits are equivalent if they both 

realize the same function. This leads to an exact synthesis method as follows: 
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minimal circuits with m + 1 gates can be found by adding a single gate, in all 

possible ways, to the end of minimal circuits with m gates and by checking 

whether the functions of resulting circuits are known. However, the exact 

approach requires a significant amount of run-time and memory space. With 

this approach all minimal reversible circuits of 3 lines can be found. One 

of the major problems of synthesizing quantum circuits is that an arbitrary 

cascade of quantum gates may result in non-binary and/or entangled outputs 

for binary inputs. Therefore, both search space and run-time grow exponen

tially in exact synthesis approaches, and hence, heuristic methods are used 

to obtain quantum circuits from classical reversible circuits. However, when 

a quantum circuit with NCV gates is obtained by using Barenco's decompo

sition [9], entangled states never occur. With this constraint, we reduce the 

search space and develop an iterative search method to synthesize all mini

mal semi-classical quantum circuits of 3 qubits that serve as a benchmark to 

evaluate other methods. 

3.2 3-qubit Quantum Circuits 

The following definitions are considered in synthesizing minimal quantum 

circuits of 3 qubits. 

Definition 3.2.1. If a quantum circuit (cascades of quantum primitives) 

generates an entangled state for any binary input, then the circuit is said to 

be an entangled circuit, otherwise the circuit is non-entangled. 
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Definition 3.2.2. A quantum circuit is said to be a LNN circuit if all two

qubit gates in the circuit are acting on adjacent qubits. 

Definition 3.2.3. The size of a quantum circuit c is defined as the number 

of its gates and is denoted by lei. 

Definition 3.2.4. For a given gate library L, a circuit c that realizes the 

function f is said to be minimal with respect to L if no circuit realizes f with 

fewer gates. 

Example 5. The cascade of quantum primitives shown in Figure 3.1 ( a) is 

an entangled circuit because it generates an entangled state for input vector 

11, 1, 1). A non-entangled quantum,circuit and its LNN circuit are shown in 

Figure 3.1 {b) and ( c) respectively. 

Xo~~ 
Xl 01 

x2 02 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.1: Cascades of quantum primitives.(a) Entangled circuit, (b) Non
entangled quantum circuit, and ( c) LNN circuit of (b). 

The set of all minimal quantum circuits with 3 qubits of size 1 can be obtained 

by permuting 3 qubits for each gate. For the NCV gate library, there are 21 
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( 3 NOT gates + 6 CN OT gates + 6 Controlled-V gates + 6 Controlled-Vt 

gates) minimal quantum circuits of size 1. Among 21 circuits, 9 (3 NOT gates 

+ 6 CNOT gates) circuits realize binary functions and 12 (6 Controlled-V 

gates + 6 Controlled-Vt gates) circuits realize non-binary functions. The set 

of all minimal circuits of size 1 and n are denoted by C1 and Cn. We develop 

an iterative algorithm to find the set Cn of all minimal quantum circuits of 

size n by cascading the minimal quantum circuits from the set Cn-l and 

C1. We use encoding techniques for both circuits and functions as discussed 

subsequently to reduce the space complexity of the synthesis method. 

Encoding of 3-qubit functions 

A function of a 3-qubit quantum circuit can be encoded with a string of 8 

(23
) ASCII characters where each character represents a state of 3 qubits. 

In function encoding we denote the four possible single-qubit states IO), 11), 

lvo) and lv1) with the characters 0, 1, a and b respectively. We know that 

43 = 64 intermediate states are possible in a 3-qubit quantum circuit with 

the N CV gates, and those 3-qubit states are non-entangled. However, among 

those states, 8 states such as laaa), laab), laba), labb), lbbb), lbba), lbaa), 

I bab) cannot occur in a semi-classical quantum circuit that realizes a binary 

function because there is no NCV circuit of 3 qubits that generates such non

entangled states as output for binary inputs. All other 56 ( 43 - 23 ) states 

which we refer to as valid states as shown in Table 3.1. Encoded states of 

those states using ASCII characters are also shown in Table 3.1. 
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Valid states {000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111, OOa, Ola, OaO, Oal, 
Oaa, Oab, lOa, Ila, laO, lal, laa, la~ aOO, aOl, aOa, aO~ 
alO, all, ala, alb, aaO, aal, abO, abl, OOb,Olb, ObO, Obl, Obb, 
Oba, 10b, llb, lbO, lbl, lbb, Iba, bOO, bOl, bOb, bOa, blO, bll, 
blb, bla, bbO, bbl, baO, bal} 

Encoded states {O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, 
M, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, 
i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w} 

Table 3.1: 3-qubit states of quantum circuit. 

Encoding of 3-qubit Circuits 

A 3-qubit quantum circuit can be encoded as a character string as shown in 

Figure 3.2, where each character represents a unique quantum gate acting 

on 3 qubits. 

Figure 3.2: Encoding and decoding of quantum circuits. 

Example 6. The quantum circuit shown in Figure 3.3{a) can be encoded 

as GR! R. The function of the circuit, in Figure 3.3{a), can be encoded as 

/(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) --+ (0, r, n, 6, 4, R, N, 2) shown in Figure 3.3{b}. 

The procedure findAllMinimalCircuits() shown in Figure 3.4 initializes 

C1 with the set of all possible 3-qubit circuits of size 1. The set of functions 

for which minimal circuits are known is denoted by /done· For efficiency !done 

is stored in a binary search tree. Initially, / done contains all functions realized 

by the circuits in C1. In the procedure findMinimalCircuit() shown in 
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Input Output Encoded Output States 
lx3X2X1) 1030201) 1030201) 

(a) Circuit 

1000) 1000) 0 
1001) lbll) r 
1010) lbOl) n 
1011) 1110) 6 
1100) 1100) 4 

xo ~t vt oo 
Xl 01 

x2 02 

1101) lall) R 
1110) laOl) N 
1111) 1010) 2 

(b) Function encoding 

Figure 3.3: Encoding of a 3-qubit quantum circuit and its function. 

(1) findAllMinimalCircuits() 
(2) / / input: given all primitives for a specific gate library 
(3) // output: set of all minimal circuits C of 3 qubits 
( 4) // let 0 1 be the set of all minimal circuits of size 1 for 3 qubits 
(5) // let Cn be the set of all minimal circuits of size n for 3 qubits 
(6) // let /done be the set of functions of minnimal solutions. 
(7) initialize C1 
(8) initialize /done; 
(9) C = 0; 

(10) n = l; 
(11) C=CUC1; 
(12) do 
(13) n = n + 1; 
(14) Cn =findMinimalCircuit(Cn-1, Ci, n, /done); 
(15) C = Cu Cn; 
(16) while ICnl! = O; 
(17) return C 

Figure 3.4: Algorithm to find all minimal circuits of 3 qubits. 

Figure 3.5, the statement Cn = Cn-1.c1 results in a circuit Cn by concatenat

ing a circuit of size n - 1 and a circuit of size 1. An example is shown in 
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(1) findMinimalCircuit(Cn-1, Ci, n, !done) 
(2) I I let Cn-1 is the set of all minimal circuits of size n - 1 
(3) I I let C1 is the set of all minimal circuits of size 1 
( 4) I I let Cn is the set of all minimal circuits of size n 
(5) I I let n be the size of all minimal circuits in Cn 
(6) I I !done be the set of functions for minimal solutions 
(7) for each circuit Cn-1 E Cn-1 
(8) for each circuit c1 E C1 

(9) Cn = 0; 
(10) Cn = Cn-1c1; 
(11) f =functionSpecification(en); 
(12) if !entagled(f) 
(13) if !identity(!) 
(14) if f ~ !done 
(15) Cn = Cn U Cni 

(16) !done = !done U f; 
( 1 7) return Cn 

Figure 3.5: Algorithm to find minimal circuits of size n. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.6: Quantum circuits: (a) and (b) are non-entangled circuits; (c) is 
an entangled circuit. 

Figure 3.6. functionSpecification() finds the function specification f of 

the circuit Cn for all binary inputs. The resulting function f can be either 

binary, non-binary, or entangled. If / is an entangled specification, then the 

resulting circuit will no longer be used in later concatenation. For instance, 

the function realization for the circuit shown in Figure 3.6(c) is entangled. 

If/ is not the identity function, then we compare f with the set of known 
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functions !done· The comparison is performed using a binary search of com

plexity O(log k), where k is the number of all known functions. If f is not 

found, then Cn is a minimal circuit for the function f. Therefore, f is added 

to !done by inserting a new node into the binary tree, and the minimal circuit 

Cn is included in the set Cn. The procedure findMinimalCircuit() returns 

all minimal circuits of size n, and it will continue to generate all circuits Cn+l 

from Cn and C1. The procedure findAllminimalCircuits() will terminate 

when the procedure findMinimalCircuit() returns an empty set. The ter

minal condition can also be detected when the set of all minimal circuits C 

of 8! = 4,320 binary functions is complete. 

Size 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Total 

#QCgen #Id #QCengt #QCM(J,, ___ ) #QCvalid #QCbin #QC non-bin 
21 0 0 0 21 9 12 

441 21 72 129 219 51 168 
4599 0 1224 1886 1489 187 1302 

31269 0 10404 13476 7389 417 6972 
155169 0 60336 68505 26328 714 25614 
552888 0 241452 245167 66269 1373 64896 

1391649 0 653760 612571 125318 3176 122142 
2631678 0 1270620 1149810 211248 4470 206778 
4436208 0 2086092 1960770 389346 4122 385224 
8176266 0 3870720 3673458 632088 10008 622080 

13273848 0 6705792 5820040 748016 5036 742980 
15708336 0 8171640 6755076 781620 1236 780384 
16414020 0 8241696 7299984 872340 8340 864000 
18319140 0 9646992 7912712 759436 1180 758256 
15948156 0 8945856 6765156 237144 0 237144 
4980024 0 2828448 2131896 19680 0 19680 

413280 0 236160 176352 768 0 768 
16128 0 9216 6912 0 0 0 

102453120 21 52980480 44593900 4878719 40319 4838400 

#QCgen: No. of generated circuits in each iteration. 
#Id: No. of identity circuits. 
#QCengt: No. of entangled circuits. 
#QCMUdonef No. of circuits for which functions have been found in !done· 
#QCvalid: No. of minimal circuits (only one minimal circuit of a function is taken). 
#QCbin: No. of minimal circuits for binary functions. 
#QCnon-bin: No. of minimal circuits for non-binary functions. 

Table 3.2: Minimal quantum circuits of 3 qubits with NCV gate library. 
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A minimal circuit of a binary function will have no more than 14 gates, as 

shown in column I and VII of Table 3.2. However, the maximum size of 

quantum circuits that realize non-binary functions for binary inputs is 17. 

The number of generated cascades in each iteration is shown in column II in 

Table 3.2. Entangled circuits are not included. The number of entangled cir

cuits obtained in each iteration are shown in column IV. Moreover, minimal 

or non-minimal circuits whose functions are already known are also ignored. 

A minimal quantum circuit of a function may not be unique. Minimal quan

tum circuits of a function may have a different pattern of gates. However, in 

each iteration, we count only one valid minimal circuit of a function as shown 

in column VI. It can be observed that only 4.8% of the total generated cas

cades are valid quantum circuits and 0.83% of valid quantum circuits realize 

binary functions. 

3.2.1 3-qubit LNN Circuits 

There are 15 (3 NOT gates + 4 CNOT gates + 4 Controlled-V gates + 4 

Controlled-Vt gates) 3-qubit LNN circuits of size 1 for the NCV gate library. 

Similar algorithms as shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 are used in constructing 

3-qubit minimal LNN circuits. Table 3.3 shows the results of finding 3-qubit 

LNN circuits with the NCV gate library. The maximum number of gates of 

3-qubit minimal LNN circuits of binary functions is 17. 
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Size 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Total 

#LNNgen #Id #LNNengt #LNNMu., ___ ) 
22 0 0 0 

218 15 36 69 
1273 0 384 685 
5551 0 2220 3467 

19435 0 9444 13405 
55130 0 30684 40946 

126712 0 80772 99868 
232687 0 165300 191377 
348396 0 266952 294530 
443711 0 354636 381319 
512738 0 401016 437014 
642028 0 456504 528784 
985368 0 677736 803156 

1575564 0 1133856 1305660 
2268830 0 1762716 1931742 
2750020 0 2264064 2405848 
2759344 0 2314704 2445884 
2551352 0 2061636 2233840 
2656626 0 2084736 2275058 
3195208 0 2511348 2739820 
3687876 0 3108768 3247552 
3468266 0 3074688 3167942 
2275538 0 2187276 2124314 
1099170 0 1168980 1050658 
347448 0 380232 334648 
83520 0 108480 83072 
2688 0 4032 2688 

32094719 15 26611200 28143346 

#LNNgen: No. of generated circuits in each iteration. 
#Id: No. of identity circuits. 
#LNNengt: No. of entangled circuits. 

#LNNvalid #LNNbin 
15 7 

105 29 
506 82 

1903 181 
5696 334 

13810 374 
26510 334 
40973 337 
53113 753 
60740 1652 
73070 2654 

110762 2482 
180538 1674 
268554 1350 
333852 3236 
337868 6304 
307432 6028 
316004 1508 
380266 1302 
452822 2566 
436010 4314 
297520 2804 
151210 14 
48512 0 
12800 0 

448 0 
0 0 

3911039 40319 

#LNNMUdonef No. of circuits for which functions have been found in !done· 
#LN Nvalid: No. of minimal circuits (only one minimal circuit of a function is taken). 
#LNNbin= No. of minimal circuits for binary functions. 
#LNNnon-bin: No. of minimal circuits for non-binary functions. 

#LN Nnon-bin 
8 

76 
424 

1722 
5362 

13436 
26176 
40636 
52360 
59088 
70416 

108280 
178864 
267204 
330616 
331564 
301404 
314496 
378964 
450256 
431696 
294716 
151196 
48512 
12800 

448 
0 

3870720 

Table 3.3: Minimal LNN circuits of 3 qubits with the NCV gate library. 

3.2.2 Quantum Circuits with Positive and Negative 

Controls of Gates 

The major synthesis approaches of both classical reversible circuits and semi

classical quantum circuits rely on gates with positive controls only. That 

is, the state of the target qubit of a quantum gate will be changed if the 

state 11) is applied to the control qubit. Toffoli gates with mixed polarity 
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(both positive and negative) of controls are used to synthesize circuits for 

classical reversible functions [37, 40], and a significant reduction of gates 

has been observed. However, to compare the results of 3-qubit minimal 

circuits with different gate sets, we generate all 3-qubit minimal circuits 

in which both positive and negative controls of 2-qubit gates in the NCV 

library are considered. Figure 3. 7 shows all the possible permutations of 

gates in 3 qubits. Initially, there are 39 (3 NOT gates + 12 CNOT gates + 

Figure 3.7: Permutation of NCV gates with positive and negative control. 

12 Controlled-V gates + 12 Controlled-Vt gates) minimal quantum circuits 

of size 1 for the NCV library. We find that the maximum size of minimal 

circuits that realize binary functions is 13, as shown in column IV of Table 3.4. 

However, for a binary function, there is no minimal circuit with 11 gates. 

3.3 Conclusion 

We obtain minimal circuits of 3 qubits with different gate sets of MCT and 

NCV gate libraries. To summarize, all minimal results for classical reversible 

functions are shown in Table 3.4. We observe that in the worse case 5 Toffoli-

3 gates are used in realizing a minimal MCT circuit of 3 lines. It is obvious 

that minimal classical reversible circuits (results are shown in column II and 

III in Table 3.4) are not minimal in the domain of quantum gate libraries. 
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Classical reversible circuits Semi-classical quantum circuits 
size #MCT #RC(MPT) [37] #QC #QC(PNC) LNN 

0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 12 27 9 15 7 
2 102 369 51 117 29 
3 625 2925 187 433 82 
4 2780 13282 417 630 181 
5 8921 20480 714 1164 334 
6 17049 3236 1373 3256 374 
7 10253 3176 4464 334 
8 577 4470 3264 337 
9 4122 11520 753 
10 10008 4704 1652 
11 5036 0 2654 
12 1236 9856 2482 
13 8340 896 1674 
14 1180 1350 
15 3236 
16 6304 
17 6028 
18 1508 
19 1302 
20 2566 
21 4314 
22 2804 
23 14 

Total 40320 40320 40320 40320 
WAvg. 5.87 4.58 10.03 9.11 19.89 

PNC: Positive and Negative Controls; #MCT: No. of MCT circuits. 
WAvg.: Weighted Average. 
#RC(MPT): No. of reversible circuits mixed polarity of Toffoli gates. 
#QC: No. of quantum circuits with the NCV library. 
#QC(PNC): No. of quantum circuits with the NCV gates of PNC. 
#LN N: No. of LNN circuits with the NCV library. 

Table 3.4: Comparison of results of 3-qubit minimal circuits. 

The results shown in column IV, V and VI in Table 3.4 serve as benchmarks 

for synthesizing semi-classical quantum circuits. In comparison, the number 

of gates in LNN circuits using the NCV library increases significantly. The 

results in column Vin Table 3.4 show that when both positive and negative 

controls of quantum gates are considered, improved semi-classical quantum 

circuits can be obtained. 
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Chapter 4 

Properties of Quantum 

Templates 

4.1 Introduction 

Identity circuits are the basis for rewriting rules used in the process of op

timizing reversible and quantum circuits. Rewriting rules are also known as 

templates (13][14]. The set of quantum templates presented in [14] is very 

small, and the applications of those templates are limited. However, with 

an extended set of templates, further reduction of gates in circuits can be 

achieved. According to the definition of template in [13][14], it can be ob

served that templates are detected from identity circuits and the process of 

generating templates is iterative. Due to the space and time complexity, 

constructing identities iteratively is very difficult and challenging. Moreover, 
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some identities that do not comply with the template definition given in [14] 

can be used to reduce the cost of quantum circuits. Therefore, an in-depth 

study of properties of templates might facilitate the efficient construction of 

identities and templates. In this chapter, we first focus on the problems of 

the previous definition of template and then present a new definition with 

a set of properties. The properties of templates show that minimal realiza

tions, within certain limitations, are embedded in templates. This property 

also leads to a minimal method for constructing identities and templates. 

We also show that with a complete set of templates, template matching can 

find minimal circuits for any non-minimal circuit. 

Definition 4.1.1. If two circuits c and c' realize the same function then they 

are said to be functionally equivalent. The functional equality of c and c' 

is denoted by c = c'. 

Definition 4.1.2. A circuit c is said to be minimal if no c' exists such that 

c = c' and lcl > lc'I. 

Example 7. The circuits shown in Figure 4.J(b) and 4,1{c) are minimal 

quantum realizations of Toffoli-3 with NCV gates. Since they both realize the 

same function, they are functionally equivalent. 

Theorem 4.1.1. All sub-circuits of a minimal circuit c are minimal. 

Proof. Assume the sub-circuit A of c is not minimal. Since A is not minimal, 

it is reducible. Therefore, c is reducible - by replacing the sub-circuit A with 

its minimal equivalent- which is a contradiction. D 
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xo~oo 
Xl 01 

x2 v vt v 02 

xo~oo 
x1 01 

x2 vt v vt 02 

(a) Toffoli-3 (b) (c) 

Figure 4.1: Toffoli-3 and its quantum realizations. 

4.2 Definition of Quantum Template 

Every sub-circuit s of size Isl ~ l J-F J in any template T published in [14] 

is minimal. Therefore, in template matching, if any sub-circuit s' of size 

Is' I 2: l l;I J matches with a sub-circuit c' in a circuit c to be optimized, then 

the sub-circuit c' inc can be replaced with the remaining minimal sub-circuit 

of size ITI - ls'I in T. However, in [14] some identities were not considered 

as templates even though they can be used to reduce the number of gates in 

circuits as illustrated in Example 8. 

Example 8. Consider the templates of 2 qubits also found in {14} and shown 

in Figure 4.2. The circuit shown in Figure 4.3{a) is to be optimized. All sub-

~ ~ m ct!ct!ct! 
(a) (b) (c) (e) 

~ 
(f) 

Figure 4.2: All 2-qubit quantum templates [14]. 

circuits of size 3 in the circuit are minimal. The circuit can not be optimized 
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with template matching, even though, according to the definition of template 

in {14}, all templates of up to 2 qubits are known. The minimal realization 

of the circuit is embedded in the template, as shown in Figure 4.2(e}, but the 

sequence of gates in the circuit does not match with the gates of any 2-qubit 

template. However, the quantum identity, shown in Figure 4.3{b}, is not a 

template according to the definition of templates in [14}, but if it is used as a 

template, then template matching can find the minimal circuit, as shown in 

Figure 4-3{c). 

:: CDEf dJCD : !CDEfdJCD~ 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.3: (a) A quantum circuit, (b) a quantum identity, and ( c) the 
optimized circuit of (a). 

In light of Example 8, some identities that do not comply with the template 

definition given in [14] have to be considered as templates. This leads to the 

following definition: 

Definition 4.2.1. A quantum template Tis an identity circuit such that 

at least one sub-circuit of size l l~I J + 1 can not be reduced by any other 

template. 

Example 9. The quantum identity shown in Figure 4.4 is a template since 

a sub-circuit with the sequence of gates { 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} is not reducible by any 

other templates. 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 4.4: A quantum template 

4.3 Properties of Templates 

In this section, a set of properties are established. 

Theorem 4.3.1. For a given template T there exists at least one sub-circuit 

of size L 1-F J that is minimal. 

Proof. If no sub-circuits of size L 1t1 J are minimal, then all sub-circuits of size 

L 1-F J in T can be optimized by other templates of size 8 < ITI. Therefore, 

all sub-circuits of size L ';' J + 1 in T are reducible by other templates, which 

is a contradiction. D 

Theorem 4.3.2. Given the template T = 8 18 2, where 1811 = L 1-F J + 1 and 81 

is not reducible by any other template, then 8 1 has a sub-circuit of size L 1-F J 

that is minimal. 

Proof If there is a sub-circuit 8~ of size L ';' J in 8 1, and 8~ is not minimal, 

then it can be optimized by other templates. Therefore, 8 1 of size L ';' J + 1 

is reducible, which is a contradiction. D 

Theorem 4.3.3. Given the template T = 8 182, where 1811 = L 1tl J + 1 and 81 

is not reducible by any other template, then 8 2 is minimal. 
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Proof Assume that s2 is not minimal, then 82 = 8 3 where 1831 < 1821, There

fore, there is an identity realization I= 8 183 (note III < ITI) that can reduce 

the sub-circuit 8 1, which is a contradiction. D 

Theorem 4.3.4. Given that the template T = 8182 and ITI is even, where 

1811 = l1
;

1J and 81 is minimal {such an 81 exists according to Theorem 4.3.1}, 

then s2 is minimal. 

Proof Suppose 82 is not minimal, then we have 82 = 8 3 where 1821 > 183 1. 

Since 81 = 821, we have 81 = 831 (note that ls1I > 183 1); therefore 81 is not 

minimal, which is a contradiction. D 

Theorem 4.3.5. Given that the template T = 8182 and ITI is odd, where 

1811 = l1
;

1J + 1 and 1811 is not reducible by any other template, then 82 is 

minimal. 

Proof The proof follows from Theorem 4.3.3. D 

Theorem 4.3.6. If d is the size of the largest minimal circuit with l qubits, 

then the largest template with l qubits has size no larger than 2d + 1. 

Proof Assume there is a template T such that ITI > 2d + 1. According to 

Theorem 4.3.3, this template must have a minimal sub-circuit 8 1 such that 

181 I ~ d + 1, which is a contradiction. D 

Definition 4.3.1. A circuit is said to be k minimal if all sub-circuits of k 

gates are minimal. 
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Theorem 4.3. 7. Given a k minimal circuit c with l qubits, applying all 

templates with l qubits of size up to 2(k+ 1) + 1 will result in a k+ 1 minimal 

circuit. 

Proof. Assume a sub-circuit s1 in c, where ls1 I = k + 1, is not minimal. Let 

s1 = s2 where ls11 > ls2I- This relationship implies an identity realization 

I= s1s21. I must be a template (note III < 2(k+l)), since s1 is not reducible 

by any template of size up to 2(k + 1) + 1, which is a contradiction. D 

Theorem 4.3.8. If all templates with l qubits of size up to d are known, 

then l d;l J minimality can be achieved for any circuit c with up to l qubits. 

Proof. By applying the templates of size up to 5, 7, 9, ... , d, l d;l J minimality 

is achieved according to Theorem 4.3.7. D 

Theorem 4.3.9. If all templates of up to l qubits are known, then a minimal 

realization for any circuit c of l qubits can be achieved. 

Proof. If d is the size of the largest template, by Theorem 4.3.8 we can 

obtain c' from c such that d is l~J minimal. If lc'I ::; l~J then it is minimal. 

Assume lc'I ~ l~J. Let s be a sub-circuit of c' such that Isl = l~J + 1. Let 

s = s1 where s1 is minimal. Then I = s1s-1 must be template, which is a 

contradiction. D 
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4.4 Completeness of Binary Minimal Real

izations from Templates 

The properties of quantum templates prove that all minimal realizations are 

embedded in templates. To illustrate these properties, we find all quantum 

templates of up to 2 qubits. Some of those templates are shown in Figure 4.5. 

With an exhaustive search method, we also obtain all (22! = 24) minimal 2-

qubit circuits of binary functions, as shown in columns I and II in Table 4.1. 

Column III in Table 4.1 shows the templates in which all binary realizations 

are embedded. 

44 ~ EB CDd)CDd) CDd)!CD!d) WW 
(a) T1 (b) T2 (c) Ta (d) T4 (e) T5 

;t!;t!;t! ~ ~CD~CD~ 
(f) T6 (g) T1 (h) Ts 

CD!~!ED;i;!d) 
(i) T9 

Figure 4.5: Quantum templates of 2 qubits according to definition 4.2.1. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The properties of templates presented here lead to the development of a 

systematic method for generating all templates for a given number of qubits. 
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Functions Realizations Templates 
0,1,2,3 - -
2,3,0,1 ti (a) Ti, Ts, T1, Ts, Tg 
1,0,3,2 ti(b) Ti, Ts, T1, Ts, Tg 
3,2,1,0 ti(a)ti(b) T4 
0,1,3,2 t2(a, b) T2, T4, Ts, T6, Ts, Tg 
0,3,2,1 t2(b, a) T2, T4, Ts, T6, Ts, Tg 
3,2,0,1 ti ( a )t2 ( a, b) T4, Ts, Ts, Tg 
2,3,1,0 t2(a,b)ti(a) T4, Ts, Ts, Tg 
3,0,1,2 ti (b)t2(b, a) T4, Ts, Ts, Tg 
1,2,3,0 t2(b, a)ti (b) T4, Ts, Ts, Tg 
1,0,2,3 t2(a, b)ti(b) T4, Tg 
2,1,0,3 ti (a)t2(b, a) T4, Tg 
0,3,1,2 t2(a, b)t2(b, a) Ts, T6, Tg 
0,2,3,1 t2(b, a)t2(a, b) Ts, T6, Tg 
1,2,0,3 ti (a)t2(a, b)t2(b, a) Ts, Tg 
3,0,2,1 ti (b)t2(a, b)t2(b, a) Tg 
0,2,1,3 t2(a,b)t2(b,a)t2(a,b) T6, Tg 
1,3,0,2 ti(a)t2(a,b)t2(b,a)t2(a,b) Tg 
2,0,3,1 ti (b)t2(a, b)t2(b, a)t2(a, b) Tg 
3,1,2,0 t2(a, b)t2(b, a)ti (a)t2(a, b) Tg 
3,1,0,2 ti (a)(b, a)t2(a, b) Tg 
2,1,3,0 t2(a, b)t2(b, a)ti (b) Tg 
1,3,2,0 t2(b, a)t2(a, b)ti (b) Tg 
2,0,1,3 ti(a)t2(b,a)t2(a,b) Ts, Tg 

- Function {3, 2, 0, 1} stands for f: {00, 01, 10, 11}-+ {11, 10, 00, 01}. 
- ti and t2 are NOT and CNOT gates respectively. 
- t2(a, b) represents that, the control and target of a CNOT gate are acting 
on qubits a and b respectively in a 2-qubit circuit. 

Table 4.1: All minimal binary realizations of 2-qubits. 

A full set of templates has some interesting properties such as all minimal 

binary realizations can be obtained from templates. Moreover, any given 

circuit must be minimized to its minimal circuit if a full set of templates 

are used in template matching. However, one conclusion that can be drawn 

from the properties is that the set of templates, even for 3 qubits, will be 

very large, since all minimal circuits (both binary and non-binary, as shown 

in Table 3.2) must be embedded in them. Even this task requires significant 

processing power and efficient algorithms. In fact, it is not expected that all 

templates can be efficiently considered in a template matching procedure. 
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Chapter 5 

Algorithms for Generating 

Templates 

5.1 Introduction 

Templates are identity circuits that can be constructed in many different 

ways. However, by definition, template generation is an iterative process. 

Hence, identity circuits to be tested for templates must be constructed iter

atively. The properties of templates show that all minimal realizations of l 

qubits can be embedded into a complete set of templates of l qubits. These 

properties lead us to construct templates iteratively by generating minimal 

circuits. However, minimal results can be found only if some minimal re

sults are known. As a result, the major challenge of template generation is 

twofold: first, iteratively generating identity circuits from a large set of min-
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imal circuits, and second, identifying templates from the obtained identities. 

In this chapter, we present an algorithm for finding templates of 3 qubits 

followed by a heuristic to derive templates of n qubits. 

5.2 Basic Idea 

Identity circuits can be constructed as follows: 

1. If two circuits c and c' realize a function f where lcl = lc'I but they have 

a different arrangement of gates, then we have an identity realization 

I = cc'-1 of even size. If both circuits c and c' are minimal, then the 

identity satisfies Theorem 4.3.4. 

2. Suppose c and c' are both minimal circuits where lcl = lc'I, and they do 

not realize the same function. Let concatenation of a gate g with circuit 

c results in a circuit cg. If both cg and c' realize the same function, 

then we have an identity realization I= cgc'-1 of odd size that satisfies 

Theorem 4.3.5. 

The general idea of finding identities and templates is as follows: first, find 

the set of all minimal realizations of a function f. Note that minimal quan

tum realizations for a given reversible function are not unique. Minimal 

realizations with NCV gates of the Toffoli-3 are shown in Figure 5.1. If the 

set of minimal circuits of a function f is 81 = { c1, c2 , ... , cm} where lcil = n, 

then the concatenation of the circuits from the sets 81 and 81-1 results in 
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xo~~ xo~~ xo5a~ 
Xl 01 x1 01 Xl 01 

x2 V yt V 02 x2 vt v vt 02 x2 v vt v 02 

(a) (b) (c) 

xo~~ xo~~ xo~~ 
x1 01 x1 01 Xl 01 

x2 vt V V 02 x2 yt V vt 02 x2 V vt vt 02 

(d) (e) (f) 

xo~oo 
x1 01 

x2 V vt V 02 

xo~oo 
x1 01 

x2 vt V vt 02 

(g) (h) 

Figure 5.1: All possible quantum realizations of Toffoli-3. 

identity circuits. Note that circuits in 81-1 are the corresponding inverse cir

cuits in 81. Template matching will be used to determine if a given identity 

is a template. This process will only yield templates with an even number 

(2n) of gates. To find templates with an odd number (2n + 1) of gates, 1-1 

must be realized with n + l gates. 

5.3 Algorithm to find 3-qubit Templates 

We develop an exhaustive search method that focuses on finding identities 

from minimal circuits. The details of testing whether an identity circuit is a 

template are given in section 5.3.1. The algorithms, as shown in Figure 5.2 

and 5.3, find identity circuits of 3 qubits for the NCV gate library. However, 

these algorithms can be used to find templates for any given gate library such 
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as the MCT library. 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 

generateAllTemplates () 
I I input: given all primitives for the NCV gate library 
I I output: all templates of 3 qubits 
I I let C1 be the set of all minimal circuits of size 1 for 3 qubits 
I I let !done be the set of functions for which minnimal solutions 
are known 
I I let T be the set of templates 
initialize !done; I I a binary tree for functions of circuits in C1 
T=0; 
C=0; 
n= 1; 
C=CnC1; 
do 

n = n+ 1; 
Cn =findTemplates(Cn-1, Ci, n, /done, T); 
C=CUCn; 

while ICnl! = O; 
return T 

Figure 5.2: Algorithm to find all templates of 3 qubits. 

For the NCV gate library, 21 possible minimal quantum circuits of size 1 are 

found by permuting the 4 quantum primitives into 3 qubits. Let the sets of 

all minimal circuits of size 1 and n be denoted by 0 1 and Cn respectively. 

A set of minimal circuits Cn can be obtained by cascading the minimal 

circuits from the sets Cn-l and 0 1 with the procedure findTemplates() 

shown in Figure 5.3. Let us consider a resulting circuit is Cn of size n such 

that Cn = Cn-1C1 where Cn-1 E Cn-1 and C1 E C1. If Cn realizes a function f, 

and there is another circuit c off such that lcl < lcnl, then Cn is not minimal. 

We use !done as the set of all functions for which minimal circuits are known. 
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(1) findTemplates(&Cn-1, &C1, n, &/done, &T) 
(2) // return all minimal circuits of size n 
(3) let f be the function of a circuit c. 
( 4) / / let f done[!] be the set of minimal circuits f. 
(5) for each circuit Cn-1 E Cn-1 
(6) for each circuit c1 E C1 

(7) Cn == 0; 
(8) Cn == Cn-1c1; 
(9) f ==functionReal(en); 

(10) if !entagledReal(f) 
(11) if !identity Real(!) 
(12) if/ ~ / done 
(13) Cn == Cn u en; 
(14) /done== !done U /; 
(15) !done[!] == !done[f]U encodedCircuit(en); 
(16) else 
(17) if(lenl ==== lcl or lenl ==== lcl + 1) where c E !done[!] 
(18) if (lenl ==== lcl) /* matches with circuits of same size 

*/ 
(19) if !existsSameCircuit(Cn, !done[!]) 
(20) for each circuit c E !done[!] 
(21) circuit Id== enc-1; 
(22) identifyTemplate(J d, T) 
( 23) f done[/] == f done [f] U encoded Circuit ( Cn); 
(24) else /* matches with circuits of size less than 1 * / 
(25) for each circuit c E /done[/] 
(26) circuit Id== enc-1 ; 

(27) identifyTemplate(Jd, T) 
(28) else 
(29) identifyTemplate(en, T) 
(30) return Cn 

Figure 5.3: Algorithm to find templates of size n and n + l. 

/done[!] represents the set of all minimal realizations for the function f. The 

set of realizations for the function of the Toffoli-3 is shown in Figure 5.1. For 

efficiency, /done, as well as their corresponding encoded circuits, are stored 
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in a binary search tree. Initially, /done contains all functions realized by C1. 

In the procedure find Templates(), the functionReal{} returns a function 

f (not necessarily binary) for the cascade Cn = Cn_1c1. If/ is an entangled 

function tested by entangledReal (), then the cascade Cn will be discarded as 

an invalid quantum circuit. If / is not an identity function, then we compare 

/ with the set of known functions /done· The comparison is performed using 

binary search of complexity O(logk), where k is the number of all known 

functions. If / is not found, then Cn is a new minimal circuit of f. Therefore, 

f is added to f done by inserting a new node into the binary tree, and the 

minimal circuit Cn is included in Cn. The encoded circuit of Cn for f is also 

stored in !done[/]. Note that !done[!] is a set of all minimal circuits of f 

having a different pattern of gates. 

To find an identity for the circuit Cn off, we need a known circuit c E / done [f] 

that must be realized with either n or n - 1 gates. The appropriate concate

nation of them results in an identity of size either 2n or 2n - 1. Otherwise, 

if we have a known circuit c E !done[!] of size n - 2 or less than n - 1, then 

the size of the resulting identity will be either 2n - 2 or less than 2n - 2. 

This implies that such an identity circuit was already generated in a previous 

iteration. Moreover, in a given iteration, many minimal circuits of a function 

f can be generated, however, some of them may not form templates because 

they are identical circuits with the same gates that appear in a different or

der. All gates in their resulting identity circuits can be deleted by gate delete 

rules. The procedure existsSameCircuit() is used to check such redundant 
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circuits. The identity Id = Cn.C1 is tested by the procedure identifyTem

plate() described in Section 5.3.1 with a set of known templates T. The 

procedure identifyTemplate() updates the template set T if the identity 

Id is a template. Circuit Cn must be added to f c1one[!] iff Cn is minimal and 

Cn ¢. /done[/]. The procedure findTemplates() returns all minimal circuits 

of size n. The procedure generateAllTemplates() will terminate when the 

procedure findTemplates() returns Cn as an empty set since there are no 

new function specifications found for all circuits Ci obtained from Ci-l and 

C1. 

5.3.1 Identification of Templates 

Gates in identity circuits can be reordered in many different ways due to 

the mobility of the gates. Therefore, all possible sequences of gates in an 

identity circuit must be checked to identify a template. Some sequences of 

gates with length LITl/2J + 1 in a template T may occur in another template 

as explained in subsequent Section 5.3.2. Searching of such redundant gate 

sequences in the matching process is very time consuming. However, only 

potential sequences of gates in templates can be detected before template 

matching starts. The procedure identifyTemplate() in Figure 5.4 is used 

to identify a template. A graph-based algorithm is used to generate all 

possible sequences of gates in identity circuits. 
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(1) identifyTemplate(Jd, {T, ST}); 
(2) I I let Id is an identity circuit. 
(3) I I let Tis the set of all known templates. 
( 4) I I let Sr is the set of all essential sequences of T. 
(5) I I let SI be the set of all sequences of Id in forward direction. 
(6) I I let Sb be the set of all sequences of Id in backward direction. 
(7) I I let S be the set of all essential sequences of Id. 
(8) 81 =generateA11Sequence(Jd); 
(9) reverseCircuit(J d); 

(10) Sb =generateA11Sequence(Jd); 
(11) for each s E 81 U Sb 
(12) I I let c be a circuit 
(13) construct c of size Llldll2J + 1 with gates in Id of index s 
(14) bool is_template = false 
(15) if c is not reducible by {T, ST} /* Id is a template * I 
(16) if !is_template 
(17) T = TU Id; Sr = ST U s; 
(18) is_template = true; 
(19) else 
(20) Sr = ST U s; 

Figure 5.4: Algorithm to identify whether a given identity is a template. 

5.3.2 Generation of Sequences of Gates in Identities 

For a given circuit, all possible adjacency of gates can be captured into a 

graph. An algorithm for constructing a graph from a circuit is shown in Fig

ure 5.5. With a depth-first search, all possible sequences can be found in the 

forward direction from the start gate of a circuit. However, gates at interme

diate positions in an identity circuit can also move in the backward direction. 

For example, the gate at position 1 in the identity, shown in Figure 5.6(a), 

can move after the gate at position 7, and the sequence {O, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1} 

is valid. It is observed that gates can move a significant distance, even half 
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way around an identity circuit. To capture such sequences, we concatenate 

an identity circuit twice in constructing a graph. An identity and its corre

sponding graph are shown in Figure 5.6( a) and 5.6(b) respectively. 

(1) Graph constructAdjacencyGraph( C) 
(2) I I C is a quantum circuit. 
(3) I I let n be the number of gates in C 
( 4) I I let used be a bit array of length n 
(5) I I let G be a graph with n nodes 
(6) for i = 0 to n - 2 
(7) for j = i + 1 to n - 1 
(8) if canGateAdjacent( C, i, j) 
(9) addEdge(G, i,j) 

(10) if canGateCommute( C, i, j) 
(11) addEdge(G,j, i) 
(12) else 
(13) addlnverseEdge( G, i, j) 
(14) return G 

Figure 5.5: Algorithm to construct a graph for a circuit. 

For a given identity circuit Id, the algorithm generateA11Sequence(), 

shown in Figure 5. 7, first constructs an adjacency graph for circuit C = Id.Id. 

The left-circular-shift operation is used to iterate every gate in Id as a start 

node of a graph. We develop a depth-first search algorithm to generate all se

quences of size II di, as shown in Figure 5.8. Note that, if a sequence of gates 

of size LITl/2 J + 1 in a template is not reducible, then the sub-circuit of the 

remaining sequence of gates is minimal. Therefore, our interest is to generate 

all possible sequences of size Lil dl/2 J + 1 in Id that will be tested to detect a 

template. If the procedure generateSequence() finds a sequence of gates of 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

CDf£J;ED 44! 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.6: (a) An identity circuit and (b) an adjacency graph of the circuit 
obtained by concatenating the identity circuit in Figure (a) twice. 

size lll dl/2 J + 1, then the remaining gates of the sequence in /dis uniquely 

generated by the procedure generateSequenceRest() in Figure 5.9. The 

algorithm in Figure 5.10 is used to check whther a node is invalid to a given 

path. For a given node v, no path is tested by using the algorithms in Fig-
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(1) Sequence generateA11Sequence(J d} 
(2) I I let Id be a quantum identity circuit. 
(3) I I let C be a quantum circuit. 
( 4) I I let n be the number of gates in Id 
(5) I I let index be a vector of integer of size n 
(6) I I let S be the set of all sequences of gates in Id 
(7) I I let G be a graph 
(8) C = Id.Id; I I concatenation of identity circuits 
(9) for i = 0 ton - 1 

(10) index[i] = i; 
(11) for j = 0 to n - 1 
(12) G =constructAdjacencyGraph( C) 
(13) I I let visited be a Boolean array of length 2n 
(14) initialize visited with / alse; 
( 15) I I s is an integer vector of length n 
(16) s.push_back(O); 
(17) generateSequence(G, 0, S, s, visited, index); 
(18) gateLeftCircularShift(C, index); 
(19) return S 

Figure 5.7: Algorithm to generate potential sequences of gates in Id. 

ure 5.11 and Figure 5.12. For the identity circuit shown in Figure 5.13(c), we 

obtain the potential sequences of gates as shown in Column I of Table 5.1. 

Column II shows which sequences of gates are reducible by the template itself 

or the other templates shown in Figure 5.13(a) and (b). Since the sequence of 

gates {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is not reducible, the identity is a template. The sequences 

of gates which are essentials in template matching optimization are shown in 

Column III of Table 5.1. 
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(1) generateSequence(G, v, &S, &s, visited, index); 
(2) I I G is a graph. 
(3) I I let N be the number of nodes of G 
( 4) I I let v be a node of G. 
(5) I I s is an integer vector of length n 
(6) I I let visited be a Boolean array of length 2n 
(7) I I let S be the set of all sequences of gates in Id 
(8) visited[v] = true; 
(9) ifs.size()!= Nl4 + 1 

(10) for each v1 E {adjacent(G, v)} 
(11) if !visited[v1] && !invalid(s, v1) && !n0Path(v1, visited) 
(12) s.push_back( v1); 
(13) generateSequence(G, v1 , S, s, visited, index); 
(14) else 
(15) save(s); 
(16) generateSequenceRest(G, v, S, s, visited, index); 
(17) restore(s); 
(18) visited[v] = false; 
(19) s.pop_back(); 

Figure 5.8: Algorithm to generate potential sequences from a given gate index. 

5.3.3 Results of finding templates of 3 qubits 

In generating identities of 3 qubits, all possible minimal realizations of a 

function are considered. Table 5.2 shows the number of minimal realizations 

of functions that can be realized with up to 6 gates. We observe that the 

maximum number of realizations with 6 gates of a function is 42. Due to 

the space and time complexity, we compute only identities of size up to 12, 

as shown in column 2 of Table 5.3. The number of templates of size up to 

12 is shown in column 3 of Table 5.3. From an initial optimization (results 

are shown in Table 6.3), we observe that only 117 of the 824 templates as 
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(1) generateSequenceRest(G, v, &S, &s, visited, index); 
(2) I I G is a graph. 
(3) I I let N be the number of nodes of G 
( 4) I I let v be a node of G. 
( 5) I I s is an integer vector of length n 
(6) I I let visited be a Boolean array of length 2n 
(7) I I let S be the set of all sequences of gates in J d 
(8) visited[v] = true; 
(9) ifs.size()! = N 12 

(10) for each v1 E {adjacent(G, v)} 
(11) if !visited[v1] && !invalid(s, v1) && !n0Path(v1, visited) 
(12) s.push_back( v1); 
(13) generateSequenceRest(G, v1, S, s, visited, index); 
(14) else 
(15) I I let seq be a vector; 
(16) for i = 0 to s.size() - 1 
(17) seq.push_back(index[s[i]%s.size()]) 
(18) S.push_back(seq) 
(19) return; 

Figure 5.9: Algorithm to generate rest of sequences. 

(1) bool invalid(G, v, s); 
(2) I I let G be the graph. 
(3) I I let N be the number of nodes of G 
( 4) I I let v be a node of G. 
( 5) I I s is an integer vector. 
(6) for i = 0 to s.size() - 1 
(7) if s[i] == v%(Nl2) II s[i] == v + (Nl2) 
(8) 
(9) 

return true; 
return false; 

Figure 5.10: Algorithm to check invalid node. 

indicated in Table 5.3 have been applied in the optimization process. The 

application of odd size templates is more frequent than even ones. Some 
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(1) bool noPath(G, v, visited); 
(2) // let G be the graph. 
(3) // let N be the number of nodes of G 
( 4) / / let v be a node of G. 
(5) for each vi E {pred(G, v)} 
(6) if !visited[vi] && hasVisitedPredecessor(G, vi, visited) 
(7) return true; 
(8) else if noPath(G, vi, visited); 
(9) return true; 

(10) return false; 

Figure 5.11: Algorithm to check invalid path. 

(1) bool hasVisitedPredecessor(G, v, visited); 
(2) // let G be the graph. 
(3) // let N be the number of nodes of G 
( 4) / / let v be a node of G. 
(5) for each vi E {pred( G, v)} 
(6) if visited[vi] 
(7) return true; 
(8) else if hasVisitedPredecessor(G, vi, visited); 
(9) return true; 

(10) return false; 

Figure 5.12: Algorithm to check whether the node v has a pre
decessor that is already visited. 

iEDi!CD! 
(a) Ta 

0 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 

lil!I! mI!l©il! 
(b) Tc ( c) Identity to be 

tested 

Figure 5.13: Justified quantum templates Ta and Tc; 5.13(c) is an identity to 
be tested whether it is a template or not. 
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Forward sequences Reducible by templates/ the sequence of the identity Essential Sequences 
To be tested- Remain 

01234-567 Ta 
01235-467 Tc 
02345-671 Ta 
02354-671 Ta 
12345-670 Tc 
12354-670 Tc 
23456-701 not reducible (a) 2 3 4 5 6- 7 0 1 
23546-701 (a) 
3 4 5 6 7- 0 1 2 not reducible (b) 3 4 5 6 7 - 0 1 2 
3 5 4 6 7- 0 1 2 (b) 
45670-123 Ta 
4 5 6 7 1- 0 2 3 Tc 
4 6 7 0 1- 2 3 5 Ta 
46710-235 Ta 
5 6 7 0 1- 2 3 4 Tc 
56710-234 Tc 
6 7 0 1 2-3 4 5 (a) 
6 7 1 0 2- 3 4 5 (a) 
70123-456 (b) 
71023-456 (b) 

Backward sequences 
76543-210 (a) 
76453-210 (a) 
6 5 4 3 2- 1 0 7 (b) 
6 4 5 3 2- 1 0 7 (b) 
5 4 3 2 1- 0 7 6 Tc 
54320-176 Ta 
53210-764 Tc 
5 3 2 0 1- 7 6 4 Tc 
43210-765 Ta 
4 3 2 0 1- 7 6 5 Ta 
3 2 1 0 7- 6 5 4 (a) 
3 2 0 1 7- 6 5 4 (a) 
21076-543 {b) 
20176-543 (b) 
10765-432 Tc 
10764-532 Ta 
17654-320 Tc 
17645-320 Tc 
0 7 6 5 4- 3 2 1 Ta 
07645-321 Ta 

Table 5.1: Gate sequences of an identity circuit. 

templates are never applied. One reason is that some patterns of gates in 

templates never occur in quantum circuits which are obtained from MCT 

circuits. Hence, the application of templates is highly dependent on how 
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quantum circuits are synthesized. 

I Size I # / n I Circuits I #Average Circuit Maximun No. of Circuits 

1 21 21 1.0 1 

2 219 219 1.0 1 

3 1489 1600 1.08 2 

4 7389 9348 1.27 6 

5 26328 43182 1.64 12 

6 66269 152466 2.30 42 

Table 5.2: Possible realzations of 3-qubit quantum of size up to 6. 

Size #ID #Templates I #Used I #Applied 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 

2 3 3 1 7,408 

3 36 1 1 19,631 

4 0 0 0 0 

5 576 2 2 4,226 

6 111 5 1 12,115 

7 5,544 15 8 30,710 

8 2,391 18 4 2,349 

9 51,552 70 29 16,269 

10 29,544 64 10 627 

11 417,420 398 53 6,076 

12 238,116 248 8 88 

Total 745,293 824 117 99,499 

Table 5.3: Generation of 3-qubit quantum templates. 

1. Size: Number of gates in templates. 

2. #ID : Number of identities - potential templates. 

3. #Templates: Number of Templates. 

4. #Used : Number templates that have been applied in optimization. 

5. #Applied: Number of times templates are applied. 
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5.4 Generation ofn-qubit Quantum Templates 

Quantum circuits are generally obtained by decomposing MCT circuits. As

sume that in the mapping of MCT to NCV circuits each Toffoli gate is 

replaced with only one of its minimal quantum realizations. Note that the 

minimal quantum circuit of a function is generally not unique. A minimal 

quantum circuit of Toffoli-4 with one extra working line is shown in Fig

ure 5.14(b). Let such a minimal circuit appears as a sub-circuit S in a 

xo I XI 

x2 

a 
t 

(a) 

(c) I= SD 

Figure 5.14: Cascade of two quantum realizations of Toffoli gate with 3 
controls. 

quantum circuit C to be optimized. If a gate g in circuit C can move such 

that gS or Sg can be sub-circuits of C, then the sub-circuits such as gS and 

Sg can be minimized by templates in which gS or Sg is embedded. The 

algorithm in Figure 5.15 finds such gates g that fit this pattern. We define 

roots and leaves, which are used in the procedure in Figure 5.15, as follows: 
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(1) templateDerivation(Toffoli-n, T); 
(2) I I let Toffoli-n be a generalize Toffoli gate with controls~ 2. 
(3) I I let T be a set of known templates. 
(4) I I let D = {D1, D2, · · · , Dn} be the set of all minimal quantum 

circuits of Toffoli-n. 
(5) I I let S, Ebe the quantum circuits; 
(6) I I let I be the set of quantum identities. 
(7) D =minimalQuantumCircuits(Toffoli-n); 
(8) S = D1; 
(9) I= 0; 

(10) for each Di E {D1, D2, · · · , Dn} 
(11) l=lUSDi; 
(12) for each root g of circuit Di 
(13) if g is a 2-qubit gate 
(14) circuit E =split (g, Di) such that IEI = IDi I + 1; 
(15) I = I u SE; 
(16) for each leaf g of circuit Di 
(17) if g is a 2-qubit gate 
(18) circuit E =split (g, Di) such that IEI = IDi I + l; 
(19) I = I u SE; 
(20) for each identity Ii E J 

(21) identifyTemplate(h T); 
(22) return T; 

Figure 5.15: Algorithm to derive templates. 

Definition 5.4.1. The roots and leaves of a graph are the set of nodes with 

in_degree zero and the set of nodes with ouLdegree zero respectively. 

Example 10. Consider the circuit and its corresponding graph shown in Fig

ure 5.16{a) and 5.16{b) respectively. Here, roots(G) = {O, 4} and leaves(G) = 

{3, 4, 5}. The in_degree and ouLdegree of node 2 in G are 1 and 2 respec

tively. 

If the algorithm in Figure 5.15 takes a Toffoli-4 gate as an input then it 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 

(a) C (b) G 

Figure 5.16: A circuit C and its corresponding graph G. 

generates an identity circuit I = SD, as shown in Figure 5.14(c), where 

both sub-circuits S and Din I are minimal. Since templates of more than 

3 qubits are not known, the identity I = SD can be a template. Now, if 

S is embedded in a circuit C to be optimized, and the sub-circuits such as 

S D0 ( where D0 is a gate referred to as a root of sub-circuit D in the identity 

I), D10S, and D13S (D10 and D13 are leaves of D) are found in C, then 

template matching can reduce those sub-circuits in C by using the template 

I= SD. Identities such as I= SD can be expanded into I= SE (where 

IEI = IDI + 1) by splitting the gates of roots and leaves of D, which are 

shown in the algorithm in Figure 5.15. The movements of gates of the sub

circuit E into the identity I = SE allow us to identify more sequences of 

gates that are not reducible by any other template. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

An algorithm to find quantum templates of 3 qubits has been presented. The 

number of templates of 3 qubits will be very large, since all minimal circuits 

must be embedded into them. We conjecture that the number of templates 

will grow exponentially with respect to the number of qubits. However, 

empirical results show that some templates are more often applied than oth

ers [43]. This result is particularly evident since the circuits to be optimized 

were obtained using Barenco's decomposition [9]. However, reconfigured tem

plates [24] can be easily detected. That is, if any quantum template can be 

minimized by merge rules, then the template falls into the reconfigured cat

egory. The deletion of reconfigured templates from the set of all templates 

may result in a reduced set of templates. How templates can be dynamically 

reconfigured is described in [24]. The template derivation heuristic obtains 

templates of a specific pattern of gates. Therefore, a limited set of tem

plates can be useful to find near-minimal results using a reasonable amount 

of computing time. 
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Chapter 6 

Exact Template Matching 

6.1 Introduction 

Template matching is a local transformation. Many sub-minimal circuits 

can be reduced via template matching. Template matching substitutes non

minimal sub-circuits in circuits with minimal sub-circuits. The term exact 

template matching has the following meaning: If a template can be applied 

to a circuit by rearranging the gates in the circuit as well as in the template, 

then such a match will be found. Previous algorithms employed heuristics 

and could therefore not make such a guarantee. In this chapter we illustrate 

how exact template matching can be done. In exact template matching, a 

template is considered to be a circuit with fixed indices of gates along with 

all essential sequences, as described in Section 5.3.2. 
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6.2 Algorithms of Exact Template Matching 

In implementing exact template matching, graph-based algorithms are de

veloped to find the best matches for a given template and a circuit. 

6.2.1 Construction of the Graph from a Circuit 

Gates in circuits may be rearranged according to the moving rule. The partial 

order of gates in a circuit is captured in a Hasse Diagram-a directed graph 

that consists of a set of nodes corresponding to the gates in the circuit. The 

graph constructed from the circuit is acyclic. Therefore, the traversing of the 

graph in the forward direction is symmetric to the traversing of the circuit 

from left to right. The procedure constructGraph() in Figure 6.1 is used 

to construct the graph for a given circuit. The procedure markUsed() in 

Figure 6.2 is used to mark recursively all predecessors of a given node v as 

they are already added to the graph. For the purpose of template matching, 

the procedure setAttributes() in Figure 6.3 initializes the attributes in -

degree, matched_roots and candidate_roots of a graph. In the procedure 

constructGraph(), C[i] is blocked by C[g] refers to the fact that, gates at 

position i and gin circuit C can not commute each other. Consider the circuit 

and its corresponding grap shown in Figure 6.4( a) and (b) respectively. The 

gate of index 5 in the circuit is blocked by the gate of index O in the circuit, 

which is represented by an edge (0, 5) in the graph. The degree of each 

node is maintained to facilitate the finding predecessors. The iniLroot of a 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 

Graph construct Graph( C) 
/ / C is a quantum circuit. 
/ / let n be the number of gates in C 
/ / let used be a bit array of length n 
// let G be a graph with n nodes having the following 
attributes 
// (1) in_degree be an integer array of length n 
// (2) matched_roots be a bit array of length n 
/ / (3) iniLroots be an integer vector 
/ / ( 4) candidate_roots be an integer vector 
for g = 0 to n - 1 

set the first g - 1 bits of used to false 
for i = g - 1 down to 0 

if !used[j] 
if C [ i] blocked by C [g] 

addEdge( G, i, g) 
mark Used( G, used, i) 

setAttributes( G); 
return G 

Figure 6.1: Algorithm to construct the graph for a circuit. 

(1) markUsed(G, used, v) 
(2) used[v] = true 
(3) for each v1 E {pred(G, v)} 
( 4) if !used[v1] 
(5) mark Used( G, used, vi) 

Figure 6.2: Algorithm to mark predecessors of node v as used 
recursively. 

graph refers to a set of nodes with in_degree zero. For template matching, 

matched_roots will keep track of nodes that are already matched. Initially, 

all bits in matched_root are set to false. For a given matched node g, the set 

of nodes to be candidates of g is captured in candidate_roots. 
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(1) setAttributes( G) 
(2) / / let V = { 0, 1, 2 .. · n - 1} be the set of nodes of G 
(3) for each v E {V} 
(4) G.matched_roots[v] = false; 
(5) G.in_degree[v] = l{pred(G, v)}I 
(6) if G.in_degree[v] == 0 
(7) G.iniLroots.push_back(v); 

Figure 6.3: Algorithm to set in_degree and initial roots of G. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

(b) 

Figure 6.4: A quantum circuit and its corresponding graph where iniLroot = {O}. 

6.2.2 Application of Templates 

The procedure applyTemplates() shown in Figure 6.5 applies templates it

eratively in the given order. This procedure returns an optimized circuit ( or 
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(1) Circuit applyTemplates(C, T) 
(2) // C is the circuit-an array of gates 
(3) / / let Le represent the number of lines in a circuit C 
( 4) / / T is the set of all templates 
(5) // let G be the graph corresponding to C 
(6) G=constructGraph(C); 
(7) i = O; done = false; 
(8) while i < ITI 
(9) / / S is the set of all possible sequences of a Template T[i] 

(10) // reduced is a boolean variable 
(11) reduced= false; j = O; 
(12) while j < ISi 
(13) // let ML be the mapping of lines, IMLI = Le. 
(14) // let Mv be the mapping of V gates, IMvl = LT[i]· 

(15) initMap(C, ML, Mv, T[i]); 
(16) // let mis an array of match gates in C, 1ml = LS[j]J/2 + 1. 
(17) // let pdx = -1 be the index of previous matched gate in C. 
(18) // let cdx = 0 be the index of current matched gate in C 
(19) // let in_degree be the vector, lin_degreel = ICI 
(20) copylnDegree(G, in_degree) 
(21) while(initMatch(cdx, C, T[i], S[j], m, ML, Mv )) 
(22) findCandidates(G, pdx, cdx); 
(23) if(matchTemplate(G, cdx, C, T[i], S[j], m, ML, Mv)) 
(24) doReplacement(G C, T[i], S[j], m, ML, Mv); 
(25) G=constructGraph(C); reduced= true; done= true; 
(26) else 
(27) initMap(C, ML, Mv, T[i]); 
(28) pdx = cdx; cdx = cdx + l; 
(29) if(reduced) j = O; reduced= false; 
(30) else 
(31) j=j+l; 
(32) resetlnDegree(G, in_degree); 
(33) if(done && i == ITI - 1) 
(34) i = O; done = false; 
(35) else i = i + 1; 
(36) return C 

Figure 6.5: Algorithm to apply all templates for a circuit. 
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the original circuit, if none of the given templates can be applied). Before 

matching starts, a graph corresponding to the circuit C is created, as de

scribed in Section 6.2.1. The container ML will keep the mapping of lines of 

a template corresponding to the lines of the circuit when a match is found. 

For every line in the NCV circuit, Controlled-V(Vt) can be replaced with 

Controlled-Vt (V), Mv is used for appropriate V gates mapping. initMap() 

initializes ML and Mv with respect to the circuit and a template. copyln

Degree() saves the in_degree of nodes of the graph to reset the in_degree 

of nodes of the graph in the case of an unsuccessful match. 

The general idea of matching is as follows: for a given sequence of gates in 

a template, first find a match for the first gate in the sequence. Then, it 

is clear from the graph which gates are candidates that could be matched 

next ( details are given in Section 6.2.4). This process results in significant 

reduction of the search space. The match is then extended to as many gates 

as possible. 

The first matched gate in the sequence will be found by initMatch(). If it is 

successful, cdx is set to the index of the matched gate in the circuit. If such 

cdx is found, then the procedure findCandidates(), discussed in subsequent 

Section 6.2.3, finds all gates (referred to as candidate_roots in the graph) that 

could be moved after gate cdx. The procedure matchTemplate() shown in 

Figure 6.15 extends the matching. If a potential match is found, then it 

returns true with a set m of matched gates in the circuit. The mappings 

ML and Mv are set correctly. The procedure doReplacement() replaces 
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the matched gates in the circuit with the remaining sub-sequence of gates in 

the template. A new graph for the optimized circuit is constructed, and the 

iteration continues with the same template. The procedure ends if none of 

the templates result in a match. 

6.2.3 Find the initial Candidates for a Matched Node 

At any point during the template matching process, a list of candidates is 

kept (i.e. list of nodes that have to be considered to match the next gate 

in the sequence.) This list has to be maintained at all times. If a new 

match is started, the following is required: If this is the first node to be 

considered, then the candidates are the roots of the graph. All predeces

sors of the node must be marked as invalid (this is accomplished by setting 

the in_degree to -10), since they are clearly not candidates ( they can not 

be moved after the node). Therefore, the predecessor nodes must also be 

removed as well. Additionally, the predecessors of the previous match may 

have to be undeleted if they are not also predecessors of the current match. 

For example, if v = 3, then candidate_roots = { 4, 5, 6} for the graph in 

Figure 6.4(b). The algorithm findCandidates(), as shown in Figure 6.6, 

finds such candidate_roots of a matched node curr _v. This procedure takes 

advantage of the status of the graph created with the previous matched node 

prev_v. In procedure findCandidates(), prev_v = -l indicates that match 

is the first one. In this case, iniLroots are set to nodes with in_degree zero for 

the original graph, and the removal of predecessors of curr _v contribute to set 
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candidate_roots. The procedure removePredAddCandidate() as shown 

in Figure 6. 7 removes predecessors of curr _v and finds all candidates. For the 

node curr _v, some candidates can be found by decreasing the in_degree of 

it successors by using the procedure decrementlnDegree() in Figure 6.8. 

However, if there is a previous matched prev_v which is not a predeces

sor of curr _v, then undeleting predecessors of previous matched prev _v may 

contribute some candidates as explained in Example 11. If candidate_roots 

contains a node whose in_degree is not equal to zero, then it must be removed 

from candidate_roots. The matched node curr _v cannot be a candidate of 

curr _v. Therefore, it is to be removed from candidate_roots. These are 

done by the procedures removelnvalidCandidateRoot() and remove

MatchedFromCandidateRoot(), as shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 

accordingly. The procedure removelnvalidCandidates() in Figure 6.11 is 

used to remove invalid nodes in candidates whose in_degree is not equal to 

zero. 

Example 11. The graph shown in Figure 6.12(a) is obtained from a circuit, 

and the initial matched node is 5. The nodes 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, as indicated with 

shading in Figure 6.12{a), are the predecessors of 5. Those nodes are deleted 

since they cannot be the candidates of node 5. The candidate set for node 5 is 

candidate_roots = {6, 8}. Suppose the extension of matching is unsuccessful 

at that point. Assume that a new match is node 7, and its candidates are to be 

generated from the status of the graph, as shown in Figure 6.12{a), by using 

the algorithm findCandidates() that takes prev_v = 5 and curr _v = 7 as 
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(1) find Candidates( G, prev_v, curr _v) 
(2) I I prev_v is the previous matched node of G 
(3) I I curr _vis the current matched node of G 
( 4) if prev_v == -l 
(5) G.candidate_roots = G.iniLroots; 
(6) removePredAddCandidate( G, curr _v, 

G.candidate_roots ); 
(7) else 
(8) removeMatchedFromCandidateRoot ( G, prev_v); 
(9) removelnvalidCandidateRoot ( G); 

(10) removePredAddCandidate( G, curr _v, 
G .candidate_roots); 

(11) if G.in_degree[prev_v] # -10 
(12) undeletePredecessor(G,prev_v, curr _v); 
(13) if G.in_degree[prev_v] == 0 
(14) G.candidate_roots.push_back(prev_v ); 
( 15) removelnvalid CandidateRoot ( G); 
(16) removeMatchedFromCandidateRoot(G, curr _v); 

Figure 6.6: Algorithm to find candidate_roots of G for vertex 
curr _v with respect to candidate_roots of G for vertex prev_v. 

(1) removePredAdd Candidate( G, v, candidates) 
(2) for each v1 E {pred(G, v)}; 
(3) if G.in_degree[v1] > 0 
(4) G.in_degree[v1] = -10; 
(5) removePredAddCandidate(G, v1, candidates); 
( 6) decrementlnDegree( G, v1, candidates); 
(7) else if G.in_degree[v1] == 0 
(8) G.in_degree[v1] == -10; 
(9) decrementlnDegree(G, v1, candidates); 

(10) removelnvalidCandidates(G, candidates); 

Figure 6. 7: Algorithm to mark all predecessor nodes of v 
recursively. 
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(1) decrementlnDegree{G, v, candidates) 
(2) for each v1 E {succ(G, v)} 
(3) if G.in_degree[v1] > 0 
(4) G.in_degree[v1] = G.in_degree[v1] - 1; 
(5) if G.in_degree[v1] == 0 
(6) candidates.push_back( vi); I I add v1 to candidates 

Figure 6.8: Algorithm to decrement in_degree of successors of 
node of v. 

( 1) removelnvalid CandidateRoot ( G) 
(2) for each v E { G.candidate_roots} 
(3) if G.in_degree[v] -/- 0 
( 4) { G.candidate_roots} = { G.candidate_roots} - { v} 

Figure 6.9: Algorithm to remove invalid node from candi
date...roots. 

(1) removeMatchedFromCandidateRoot( G, curr _v) 
(2) for each v E { G.candidate_roots} 
(3) if v == curr _v 
( 4) { G.candidate_roots} = { G.candidate_roots} - { v} 

Figure 6.10: Algorithm to remove matched node from candi
date...roots. 

(1) removelnvalidCandidates(G, candidates) 
(2) for each v E {candidates}; 
(3) if G.in_degree[v]! = 0 
( 4) {candidates} = {candidates} - { v} 

Figure 6.11: Algorithm to remove invalid candidates. 

inputs. Node 6 is marked as a predecessor of node 7. Nodes 1, 3, and 4 are to 

be undeleted, as indicated in the circle in Figure 6.12 {b). The procedure un-
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.12: Graphs of an arbitrary circuit. 

deletePredecessor() , as shown in Figure 6.13, undeletes the predecessors 

of the node 6 which are not predecessors of the node 7. Whether a node has 

any deleted successor is determined by the procedure HasNoDeletedSuc

cessor() in Figure 6.14. Figure 6.12(c) represents the status of the graph 

after finding the candidates of node 7. The set of candidates of node 7 is 

candidate_roots = { 1}. 

6.2.4 Expansion of Matching 

To illustrate the algorithm matchTemplate() shown in Figure 6.15, we 

assume that the sequence S = {8, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} for the template, as 
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(1) undeletePredecessor(G,prev_v, curr _v) 
(2) I I prev_v is the previous matched node of G 
(3) I I curr _vis the current matched node of G 
( 4) I I Let undo_nodes be a priority queue 
(5) for each v E {pred(G,prev_v)} 
(6) undo_nodes.push_back(v); 
(7) while( undo_nodes # 0 ) 
(8) vi = undo_nodes.top(); 
(9) undo_node.pop(); 

(10) if G.in_degree[vi] == -10 
(11) if HasNoDeletedSuccessor(G, vi, curr _v) 
(12) G.in_degree[vi] = O; 
(13) candidate_roots.push_back( vi); 
(14) increment_in_degree(G, vi); 
(15) for each v E {pred( G, vi)} 
(16) undo_nodes.push_back(v); 

Figure 6.13: Algorithm to undelete predecessors of node 
prev_v. 

(1) bool HasNoDeletedSuccessor(G, vi, curr _v) 
(2) for each v E { succ( G, vi)} 
(3) if G.in_degree[v] == -10 11 v == curr _v 
( 4) return false; 
(5) return true; 

Figure 6.14: Algorithm to determine whether a node has any 
deleted successor. 

shown in Figure 6.16(a), is to be applied to the circuit in Figure 6.16(b). The 

input parameters and some arbitrary variables used in matchTemplate() 

are defined as follows: 

• G is the graph of the circuit C ( a vector of gates) 

• Tis a template (a vector of gates) 
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• Sis a potential sequence of gate indexes in template T, ISi = ITI 

• start is the index of gate in C matched with gate for S[O] in T 

• m is the array to contain matched gates of C 

• lm is the mapping of lines with respect to the matched gates in C 

• vm is the mapping of Controlled-V(Vt) gates in T 

• lm and vm are already initialized with respect to start 

• L and V are stacks of vectors 

• candidates is an array of vectors, lcandidatesl = 1ml 

• stack_inc and stack_dec are arrays of vectors 

The gate at position 8 in the template matches with the gate at position 2 in 

the circuit. Therefore, start = 2 and candidate_roots = {5, 3} as indicated 

in Figure 6.16(c). In the procedure matchTemplate(), getCandidates() 

assigns candidate_roots of start to candidates[O] for the initial level 0. set

Matched() marks node 2 of G as start as indicated in Figure 6.16(c). For 

any node v of candidates at level 0, if matchGate() is true, then match

ing is extended to a new level by finding new candidates with respect to 

v. This process is done by copying valid candidates from the previous level 

with the procedure copyCandidates(), as shown in Figure 6.17, and also 

decrementing the in_degree of the successors of node v (procedure decre

mentlnDegree()). The procedure copyCandidates() calls the functions 
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(1) bool matchTemplate(G, start, C, T, S, m, lm, vm) 
(2) / / let leveLnext be the array, lleveLnextl = 1ml 
(3) L.push_back(lm); V.push_back(vm); m[O] = start; level= O; leveLnext[level] = O; 
(4) getCandidates(G, candidates[O]); setMatched(G, start); 
(5) bool success = false; 
(6) while(level ~ 0) 
(7) if(level + 1 > l SJ /2) 
(8) success= true; break; 
(9) if(level ~ lcandidates[level] I ) 

(10) v = candidates[level].at(levelnext[level]) 
(11) levelnext [level] = levelnext [level] + 1; 
(12) if(matchGate(C.at(v), T.at(S[level + 1]), m, lm, vm )) 
(13) L.push_back(lm); V.push_back(vm); setMatched(G, v); 
(14) copyCandidates(G, v, candidates[level], candidates[level + 1], stack_inc[level]); 
(15) decrementlnDegree(G, v, candidates[level + 1]); 
(16) level = level+ l; levelnext[level] = O; m[level] = v; 
(17) else 
(18) if(hasNoMatchedPred(G, v)) 
(19) decrementlnDegree(G, v, candidates[level]); 
(20) stack_dec[level].push_back( v ); 
(21) else /************** Backtracking********************/ 
(22) setUnmatched(m[level]); 
(23) if level > 0 
(24) incrementFromDecrementTo( G, stackdec[level], stack_inc[level]); 
(25) stack_inc[level] .clear(); stack_dec[level] .clear(); 
(26) decrementTo(G, stack_inc[level - 1]); 
(27) stack_inc[level - 1] .clear(); 
(28) incrementlnDegree(G, m[level]); 
(29) if level == 0 
(30) incrementFrom(G, stack_dec); 
(31) level= level - l; 
(32) if(level ~ 0) 
(33) L.pop_back(); V.pop_back(); lm = L[ILI -1]; vm = V[IVI - 1]; 
(34) return success; 

Figure 6.15: Algorithm to apply a sequence of gates in a template for a circuit. 

hasNoMatchedPredecessor() in Figure 6.18 and hasNoMatchedSuc

cessor() in Figure 6.19 to determine whether a node v has no matched 
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(a) 

start 

candidate _roots 

Tempi te Matching 

Level Template Matched 
Gate Gate 

0 8 2 {5,3} 

1 0 3 {5,4, 6} 

2 1 4 {5,6} 

3 2 6 {5} no match 

3 2 6 {5,7} 

4 3 7 {8} 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6.16: Template matching. (a) Template, (b) Circuit, (c) Gate match
ing and ( d) Graph of the circuit in (b). 

predecessors and successors respectively. Extension of matching from level 

0 to 3 is shown in Figure 6.16(c). Moreover, if matchGate() is false, then 

some candidates can be added by decrement in_degree of the successors of 

node v when v has no matched predecessor. For example, at level 3, the 

candidate is 5. For node 5, no match is found. However, this unmatched 
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for node 5 contributes to add a new candidate 7 which matches with gate 

8[4] = 3 of T. Hence, the matching is expanded by increasing the level 
I 

from 3 to 4 as shown in Figure 6.16(c). Now there is no match for node 8, 

even this unmatched does not contribute to add new candidates, since 8 has 

a matched predecessor 7. At this point, level = 4 implies that the size of 

match is 5 which is more than half of the size of the template. Therefore, the 

procedure ends with success where matched gates m = {2, 3, 4, 6, 7}. Note 

that in the procedure matchTemplate(), two stacks referred to as stack_inc 

and stack_dec are maintained to keep the set of nodes whose in_degree are 

incrementing and decrementing respectively at each level. Therefore, back

tracking can be done appropriately by resetting in_degree of nodes at any 

level. ing can be done appropriately by resetting in degree of nodes at any 

level. Note that the procedure incrementlnDegree() in Figure 6.20 is used 

to increase in_degree of each successors of a given node v. 

6.2.5 Matched Gates Replacement 

For a given template, as shown in Figure 6.16(a), if template matching finds 

a successful match in the circuit shown in Figure 6.16(b), then we have the 

following: 

• m = {2, 3, 4, 6, 7}: A set of matched gates in the circuit C. 

• S = {8, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}: Sequence of gates of the template T, where 

the first 1ml numbers in Sare matched. 
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(1) copyCandidate( G, v, candidates_/ rom, candidates_to) 
(2) candidates_to.clear() 
(3) i = O; 
(4) v1 = candidates_from[i]; 
(5) while v1 # v 
(6) bool flag =hasNoMatchedSuccessor(G, v1); 
(7) if G.in_degree[v1] && flag 
(8) candidates_to.push_back(v1); 
(9) if hasNoMatchedPredeccessor( G, v1) && flag 

( 10) incrementlnDegree( v1); 
(11) i = i + 1; 
(12) v1 = candidates_from[i]; 
(13) v1 = candidates_from[i]; 
(14) while v1 # NU LL 
(15) if G.in_degree[v1] == 0 
(16) candidates_to.push_back( v1); 

Figure 6.17: Algorithm to copy candidate. 

(1) bool hasNoMatchedPredecessor(G, v) 
(2) for each v1 E {pred( G, v )}; 
(3) if G.matched_roots[v] 
( 4) return false 
( 5) return true 

Figure 6.18: Algorithm to check whether any predecessor 
node of v is already matched. 

(1) bool hasNoMatchedSuccessor(G, v) 
(2) for each v1 E {pred(G, v)}; 
(3) if G.matched_roots[v] 
( 4) return false 
( 5) return true 

Figure 6.19: Algorithm to check recursively whether any Suc
cessor node of v is already matched. 
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(1) incrementlnDegree(G, v) 
(2) / / G is a graph 
( 3) / / v is a node of G 
(4) for each v1 E {succ(G, v)} 
(5) G.in_degree[v1] = G.in_degree[v1] + l; 

Figure 6.20: Algorithm to increment the in_degree of succes
sors of node v. 

• M _L = { a, c, b}: Mapping of the template lines to the circuit lines is 

(0, 1, 2) ---+ (a, c, b). 

• M _V = { v, 0, O}: Mapping of ControlledV/Vt gates. v in M _V indi

cates that the target of matched ControlledV/Vt gates in the circuit 

and the template are the same. 

We develop a graph-based algorithm to find the position where the matched 

gates can be formed as a sub-circuit in the circuit. For example, the set of 

matched gates m = {2, 3, 4, 6, 7} are formed as a sub-circuit in the circuit 

Figure 6.16(b) at position 3. The matched gates m = {2, 3, 4, 6, 7} in the 

circuit are deleted. Then the inverse circuit of the gate sequence { 4, 5, 6, 7} 

in the template is to be inserted with appropriate line mapping at position 

3 which results in an optimized circuit. 

6.3 Experiments 

Initially, we have generated 3-qubit MCT templates of size up to 12 shown 

in Table 6.1. To evaluate the proposed algorithms, in our first experi-
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ment, we take 3-input non-minimal MCT circuits obtained from applying 

the transformation-based algorithm [12]. The average size of the circuits 

used as inputs is shown in row 3 in Table 6.2. In the optimization process, 

the 3-qubit MCT templates are applied in order of increasing size in tem

plate matching. The average reductions are shown in Table 6.2. By applying 

all templates of up to size 12, as shown in Table 6.1, we achieve significant 

reductions. All minimal MCT circuits of up to size 4 are found. However, at 

this point, we observe that the optimized circuits are very compact (most of 

them are only one gate away from the minimal circuits), and large templates 

are required for further optimization. Some templates are strategically gen

erated by using non-minimal and minimal circuits. The significant identities 

of size 13 to 17, as shown in column 4 in Table 6.2, are detected in optimiza

tion. Column 4 in Table 6.1 also shows that there are some templates that 

have no significance in this particular benchmark set. 

In our second experiment, we take all 3-qubit quantum circuits obtained from 

decomposing minimal MCT circuits according to Barenco [9]. The average 

size of the quantum circuits are shown in row 3 in Table 6.3 followed by the 

optimization results of template matching. The average circuit size of the 

functions was 13.88. It is known that the average of all minimal circuits is 

10.03 [41], that is, an overall reduction of 38.38% is required to obtain all 

minimal circuits. However, we achieve an average of 10.85, that is a 21.81 % 

reduction with template matching using templates of size up to 12. 

Finally, we take benchmark MCT circuits from RevLib [46] and decomposed 
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Size #PID #Templates #Used(T) #Applications(T) 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 12 3 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 
5 144 4 4 35,530 
6 111 12 11 4,818 
7 1,740 5 5 11,601 
8 2,874 31 14 4,997 
9 24,048 140 125 17,875 
10 39,462 221 53 2,291 
11 294,864 1061 636 13,476 
12 408,891 1196 131 624 
13 2,932,674 u 1640 6,716 
14 2,328,768 u 109 176 
15 15,316,914 u 1126 1,713 
16 3,322,881 u 4 4 
17 8,902,932 u 6 6 

Total 33,576,316 u 3862 99,827 

Table 6.1: Generation of 3-line MCT Templates. 
Size: Number of gates in circuits 
#PIO: Number of potential identities to be tested. 
#Templates: Number of Templates. 
U: Unknown. 
#Used(T): Number of templates applied successfully during optimization. 
#Applications(T): Number of times templates are applied in optimization. 

them into quantum circuits according to the best known NCV implementa

tion (44]. Column 2 in Table 6.4 shows the decomposed cost. The cost of 

optimized circuits with templates of 3 qubits and templates of more than 3 

qubits are shown in column 3 and 5 respectively. Templates are applied from 

a lower order to higher order in template matching. We have used 823 tem

plates of 3 qubits. From those 3-qubit templates, 2878 potential sequences 

of gates in templates are detected before template matching starts. The run-
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Size 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
#Reals 1 12 102 625 2780 8921 17049 10253 577 

Avg(TB) 0 1 2.44 4.18 6.01 7.65 9.02 9.94 10.75 
Optimization 

Templates Average Size of Circuits by Applying Templates 
T2 0 1 2.44 4.18 6.01 7.65 9.02 9.94 

T5 2.12 3.56 5.33 7.00 8.39 9.32 

T6 2 3.33 5.08 6.78 8.19 9.14 

T1 3.24 4.85 6.50 7.89 8.85 

Ts 3.12 4.61 6.23 7.63 8.59 
Tg 3.06 4.24 5.68 7.10 8.15 

Tio 3.02 4.11 5.50 6.95 7.98 

Tu 3 4.01 5.08 6.36 7.48 

T12 4 5.02 6.31 7.47 

T13 5 6.02 7.17 

T14 6.00 7.17 

T15 6 7.00 

T16 7 

T11 

Table 6.2: Optimization of reversible circuits of 3-qubit. 
Size: Number of gates in circuits 
#Real: Number of realizations. 

10.75 
10.11 
9.93 
9.67 
9.37 
9.02 
8.85 
8.37 
8.36 
8.13 
8.13 
8.01 
8.01 

8 

A vg(TB): Average number of gates in circuits obtained from Transformation Based 
Algorithm [12]. 

time of applying 3-qubit templates in optimization are shown in column 8 

of Table 6.4. In some cases, the runtime is high due to the fact that gates 

in circuits can be rearranged in many different ways by the moving rule and 

therefore, template matching tries to find a match all possible ways. Accord

ing to columns reduction1 and reduction2 in Table 6.4, templates of 3 qubits 

along with higher qubits significantly reduce the number of gates in circuits. 

In comparison, we also take some optimized NCV circuits obtained from [45] 

as shown in Table 6.5. The optimization results show that template matching 
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Size 

#fn 
Avg 

Tsi:ce 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Optimization 

Average Size of Circuits by Applying Templates 

C 1 ~ 3 4.13 5.70 7.5E 8.76 9.86 12.33 13.7] 14.7S 17.35 18.04 18.37 

4.1:l 5.64 7.44 8.63 9.71 11.93 13.31 14.34 16.36 17.22 17.76 

4.12 5.63 7.4( 8.52 9.57 11.85 13.21 14.2~ 16.33 17.14 17.63 

4.05 5.29 6.7( 7.91 9.0S 11.03 12.51 13.7( 15.4S 16.6:l 16.97 

4.04 5.26 6.6E 7.87 8.97 10.33 11.74 12.9E 13.97 15.29 15.83 

4.0C 5.0~ 6.3E 7.6S 8.85 10.15 11.5E 12.8E 13.94 15.24 15.82 

5.0E 6.27 7.51 8.66 9.70 11.lC 12.4€ 13.39 14.58 15.2S 

5.0~ 6.17 7.42 8.61 9.67 11.07 12.44 13.39 14.57 15.2S 

5.0C 6.04 7.1S 8.34 9.47 10.8€ 12.27 13.3~ 14.37 15.01 

6.02 7.16 8.33 9.47 10.8€ 12.27 13.3~ 14.37 15.0] 

Table 6.3: Optimization of 3-qubit quantum circuits. 
Size : Number of gates in the minimal circuits 
#In: Number of binary functions. 

WAvg 

10.03 

13.88 

WAvg Red(% 

13.52 2.64% 

13.07 5.88% 

12.97 6.56% 

12.36 10.95% 

11.63 16.19% 

11.51 17.1% 

11.09 20.11% 

11.06 20.36% 

10.86 21.78% 

10.85 21.81% 

Avg : Average number of gates in quantum circuits obtained from the decomposition 
of minimal M CT circuits. 
Tsize: Number of gates in a Template. 
WAvg: Weighted average by applying templates . 
.Red{%): Average gate reductions in percentage. 

outperforms the optimization approach in [45]. Moreover, we achieve better 

results (marked with * in the last column in Table 6.5) in template match

ing while quantum circuits to be optimized are obtained from decomposition 

of MCT circuits. From the experiments we see that only a few templates 

of lines up to 14 are used in template matching when quantum circuits are 

obtained from decomposition of M CT circuits. 

6.4 Conclusion 

We present exact template matching and a heuristic to find new quantum 

templates of more than 3 qubits. The proposed implementation of template 

matching ensures that if there exists a sequence of gates in a circuit to be op-
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timized that could be reduced with a given template, then template matching 

is able to find such a match. The optimization results from applying larger 

templates are good. Computationally, it is not feasible to obtain all tem

plates, even with three qubits. By analyzing circuits that are not minimal, 

it is possible to discover new templates. For example, a Toffoli gate with 

3 controls can be realized with minimal and non-minimal NCV circuits and 

concatenation of them may form a new template. Of the applied templates, 

some are used more frequently than others. We observe that the application 

order of templates gives different results. A cost-benefit analysis of which 

template subset should be used with a given circuit architecture would be 

useful. The results from optimizing benchmark functions are promising. 
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Optimization 
MCT With templates With templates Improve Runtime 

Decomposition {3-qubit) (~ 3-qubit) (%) (s) 
Benchmarks #NCV #NCV Reduction1 (%) #NCV Reduction2(%) 
3_17_13 14 10 28.57 10 28.57 0.00 0.17 
3_17_14 14 10 28.57 10 28.57 0.00 0.3E 
fredkin_6 15 7 53.33 7 53.33 0.00 0.3C 
miller_ll 17 8 52.94 8 52.94 0.00 0.33 
4mod5-v0_1S 25 11 56.00 11 56.00 0.00 0.21 
rd53_138 44 31 29.55 31 29.55 0.00 0.7 
4gtl2-v0_86 50 46 8.00 40 20.00 13.04 0.9 
hwb4-49 67 57 14.93 55 17.91 3.51 1.2S 
sys6-vO_lll 72 53 26.39 53 26.39 0.00 1.66 
rd73_140 76 55 27.63 55 27.63 0.00 1.6 
alu-v2-31 107 98 8.41 96 10.28 2.04 1.55 
hwb5_55 109 95 12.84 93 14.68 2.11 1.66 
sL276 118 115 2.54 90 23.73 21.74 2.4 
sL274 121 120 0.83 87 28.10 27.50 2.16 
rd32_273 124 124 0.00 101 18.55 18.55 2.06 
conl..216 179 178 0.56 167 6.70 6.18 3.84 
rd53_130 199 191 4.02 188 5.53 1.57 5.03 
f2..232 209 208 0.48 178 14.83 14.42 5.3( 
rd53_251 235 227 3.40 222 5.53 2.20 12.31 
hwb5_53 308 291 5.52 289 6.17 0.69 10.8E 
dcl..220 371 361 2.70 309 16.71 14.40 15.03 
dcl..221 371 361 2.70 309 16.71 14.40 15.19 
sym6_145 567 535 5.64 513 9.52 4.11 32.65 
rd73_252 918 889 3.16 813 11.44 8.55 53.96 
hwb6_56 1280 1242 2.97 1201 6.17 3.30 41.45 
sqn_258 1420 1413 0.49 1399 1.48 0.99 34.16 
hwb7_62 1995 1971 1.20 1953 2.11 0.91 69.34 
life..238 2959 2959 0.00 2834 4.22 4.22 129.76 
max:46..240 3022 3022 0.00 2855 5.53 5.53 57.11 
hwb7_61 3135 3086 1.56 2990 4.63 3.11 141.83 
sym9_148 3696 3696 0.00 3240 12.34 12.34 70.9~ 
9symmL195 3961 3961 0.00 3790 4.32 4.32 114.0E 
sym9_193 3961 3961 0.00 3790 4.32 4.32 90.53 
hwb7_59 3983 3905 1.96 3725 6.48 4.61 193.6E 
hwb8_116 4851 4814 0.76 4778 1.50 0.75 160.6E 
syml0_262 6386 6382 0.06 6185 3.15 3.09 216.36 
urf2_277 6681 5944 11.03 5944 11.03 0.00 2985.2g 
hwb8_114 9792 9727 0.66 9367 4.34 3.70 286.6g 
urf2_154 11247 11138 0.97 10609 5.67 4.75 460.81 
hwb8_113 11474 11348 1.10 10927 4.77 3.71 521.9C 
urf2_153 11859 11751 0.91 11160 5.89 5.03 494.43 
urf5_280 13325 12158 8.76 11800 11.44 2.94 11943.60 
hwb9_123 14499 14443 0.39 14360 0.96 0.57 657.23 
urf5_159 14657 14616 0.28 14109 3.74 3.47 328.05 
urfl..278 15922 14478 9.07 14319 10.07 1.10 19550.60 
urf2_161 18850 15342 18.61 15296 18.85 0.30 35097.40 
hwb9_121 31984 31817 0.52 31261 2.26 1.75 3284.91 
hwb9_119 32021 31854 0.52 31292 1.96 1.45 3284.09 
urfl..151 32930 32714 0.66 32133 2.42 1.78 3925.46 

Table 6.4: Optimization of Quantum Circuits. 
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Obtained from (45] Optimization Obtained from 
Benchmarks #NCV With templates (> 3-qubit) Reduction ( % ) Table 6.4 
3_17_14 14 12 14.29 10* 
fredkin_6 12 11 8.33 7* 
4mod5-v0_18 17 16 5.88 11* 
mod5adder_l28 84 81 3.57 72* 
hwb5_55 95 95 0.00 93* 
rd53_130 195 188 3.59 188 
sym6_145 212 198 6.60 513 
hwb6_56 1150 1130 1.74 1201 
hwb8_116 4825 4776 1.02 4778 
hwb8_113 10328 10258 0.68 10927 
hwb9_123 14487 14385 0.70 14360 

Table 6.5: Comparison of Results. 
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Chapter 7 

Synthesis of LNN Circuits 

7.1 Introduction 

Most synthesis approaches consider that operations in quantum circuits may 

be applied to qubits that are distant in physical space [10]. However, some 

technologies such as the one dimensional Ion Trap only support the Linear 

Nearest Neighbor (LNN) architecture of circuits in which the control and 

target of a 2-qubit quantum gate must be adjacent. Synthesis of LNN cir

cuits from function specifications generally requires the following steps: ( i) 

synthesize MCT circuits from function specifications, (ii) optimize MCT cir

cuits, (iii) decompose MCT circuits into quantum circuits [9], (iv) optimize 

quantum circuits, (v) transform quantum circuits into LNN circuit [11, 23], 

and ( vi) optimize LNN circuits by post-synthesis methods, such as template 

matching with SWAP templates [11]. The synthesis flow of LNN circuits 
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repeats the optimization phase at least thrice. However, the quantum cost of 

the obtained LNN circuit increases dramatically since SWAP gates, as shown 

in Figure 7 .1, are used. In this chapter we identify minimal ways of moving 

the control (target) of a 2-qubit quantum gate towards the target (control) 

until they become adjacent. We also present a heuristic to synthesize the 

LNN circuits from the MCT circuits. Our method obtains the LNN circuits 

at lower quantum costs than previously reported [11, 10, 23]. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7 .1: (a) Symbol of SWAP gate; (b) and ( c) are quantum realizations 
of the SWAP gate. 

7.2 LNN Transformation of 2-qubit Gates 

The Nearest Neighbor Cost (NNC) of a 2-qubit quantum gate g, where its 

control and target are placed at the cth and tth line respectively in a circuit 

with n lines, is defined as le - ti - 1, i.e. the distance between control and 

target lines [11]. The CNOT gate with NNC = 1, as shown in Figure 7.2(a), 

has three different LNN implementations, as shown in Figure 7.2(b), (c) and 

(d). We refer to these implementations as Model-I, Model-2, and Model-

3 respectively. However, these models can be generalized for NNC = k as 

follows: 
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(a) (b) Model-1 (c) Model-2 (d) Model-3 

Figure 7.2: LNN transformation of a 2-qubit gate with non-adjacent control 
and target. 

1. Model-I ( Control moves towards target): A CN OT gate with 

NNC = kin n-qubit circuit where 1 :::; k < n - 1 can be transformed 

into LNN architecture with 4k 2-qubit quantum gates. 

2. Model-2 (Control moves towards target): A CNOT with NNC 

= k in n-qubit circuit where 1 :::; k < n - 1 can be transformed into 

LNN architecture with 4k + 1 2-qubit quantum gates. 

3. Model-3 (Target moves towards control): A CNOT with NNC 

= k in n-qubit circuit where 1 :::; k < n - 1 can be transformed into 

LNN architecture with 4k + 1 2-qubit quantum gates. 

In summary, Controlled-V or Controlled-Vt with non-adjacent control and 

target can only be transformed by using Model-2. Model-2 and Model-3 can 

be used to move controls(/target) towards the target(/controls) of a MCT 

gate. Model-1 enables the move of the control towards the target in CN OT 

gates. 
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7.3 LNN Transformation of Toffoli-3 

Definition 7.3.1. If the controls and target of a Toffoli-3 gate are acting 

on adjacent 3 qubits in a MCT circuit of n qubits where the controls of the 

Toffoli-3 are also adjacent, then the Toffoli-3 gate is said to be a LNN Toffoli-

3. 

In a MCT circuit of n lines, a Toffoli-3 gate may appear in three different 

forms as shown in Figure 7.3. Let (p + q) be the number of free lines in a 

Toffoli-3 as shown in Figure 7.3. If p = 0 and q = 0, then the circuits in 

Figure 7.3(a) and 7.3(c) are to be regarded as LNN Toffoli-3. However, it is 

necessary to swap either the first or second control with the target to form 

the circuit, as shown in Figure 7.3(b), into a LNN Toffoli-3. For the circuits 

as shown in Figure 7.3, the following two cases can be considered. 

Case 1: If the target of Toffoli-3 in a n-qubit circuit is acting between 

controls, then the Toffoli-3 can be transformed into a LNN MCT circuit with 

4(p + q + 1) CNOT gates and a LNN Toffoli-3. 

Case 2: If the target of Toffoli-3 in a n-qubit circuit is not acting between 

controls, then the Toffoli-3 can be transformed into a LNN MCT circuit with 

4(p + q) CNOT gates and a LNN Toffoli-3. 
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io io io io io io 

On-1 On-1 On-1 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7.3: Toffoli-3 with non adjacent controls and target. 

7 .4 Heuristic for Synthesizing LNN circuit 

To reduce the optimization phases in the synthesis flow of LNN circuits, we 

develop a heuristic method, as shown in Figure 7.4, in which optimization 

takes place at the end of the process. In this process we first decompose 

a MCT circuit with Toffoli-3 [9]. All Toffoli-3 gates in the resulting circuit 

are transformed into LNN Toff oli-3 gates using the method discussed in Sec

tion 7.3. Then each LNN Toffoli-3 in the obtained circuit is replaced with its 

LNN circuit shown in Figure 7.5. Optimization of LNN circuits is discussed 

in Section 7.5 
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(1) Circuit SynthesisLNNCircuits( C, TLN N) 

(2) I I C is a MCT circuit of n qubits. 
(3) I I TLNN is a set of LNN templates. 
( 4) I I Let Q be an optimized LNN circuit of C. 
(5) I I Let c be a circuit of n qubits. 
( 6) I I Let g be a gate in C. 
(7) for i = 0 to IOI 
(8) g = C.gateAt( i); 
(9) if (g.is_Tof f oli()) && (g.controls() > 1) 

(10) c =DecomposeToffoli-3(g); /* Decompose g with Toffoli-3 according to [9] * I 
(11) c =TransformLNNToffoli-3(c); /* Replace Toffoli-3 inc with LNN Toffoli-3 * I 
(12) c =TransformLNNCircuit(c); /* Replace Toffoli-3 inc with LNN circuit * I 
(13) Q =AppendCircuit(Q, c); I* Append c with Q such that Q = Q.c * I 
(14) else 
(15) if (g.is_CNOT) && (NNC(g)! = 0) 
(16) c =MoveControlToTarget(g); /*Using Model-1 * I 
(17) Q =AppendCircuit(Q, c); I* Append c with Q such that Q = Q.c * I 
(18) else 
(19) Q =AppendGate(Q,g); /* Append g with Q such that Q = Q.g *I 
(20) Q =TemplateMatching(Q, TLNN); 
(21) return Q; 

Figure 7.4: Algorithm to synthesize LNN circuits from MCT circuits. 

1 ~!ct!~ 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7.5: Toffoli-3 and its LNN circuit. 

7.5 Optimization of LNN Circuits with LNN 

Templates 

LNN circuits obtained from MCT circuits can be optimized. For instance 

the minimal quantum circuit shown in Figure 7.6(a) can be transformed into 
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!ctctct!! !ctctct!! 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 7.6: Three different LNN circuits of (a). 

three different LNN circuits as shown in Figure 7.6(b), (c), and (d). However, 

the right-most two gates in the circuit shown Figure 7.6( d) can be deleted, 

hence none of these LNN circuits are minimal. It can be observed that the 

circuits in Figure 7.6(b) and ( c) cannot be minimized by the gate deletion 

rules. However, by using rewriting rules, these circuits can be optimized. 

Templates are rewriting rules as described in Chapter 4. Our main focus is 

to optimize LNN circuits by template matching. It is necessary that LNN 

templates must preserve the properties of LNN circuits when templates are 

applied. The formal definition of LNN templates is presented. The properties 

of templates proposed in [42] hold for LNN templates as well. All two-qubit 

templates found in [42] must be LNN templates. 

Definition 7.5.1. A LNN template is a LNN identity circuit with d gates 

such that at least one sequence of l~J + 1 gates in the circuit can not be 

reduced by any other LNN template. 

Example 12. The circuit shown in Figure 7. 7(a) is reported in {11}. By our 

transformation and optimization methods, we obtain the optimized circuit of 

13 gates as shown in Figure 7. 7(d}. The cost of the circuit proposed in {11} 

is almost 50% higher than that of our circuit. The optimization by choos-
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ing appropriate SWAP sequences {23} results in a LNN circuit as shown in 

Figure 7. 7(c) with the quantum cost 18. 

ff !J244 l 4 l l 
(a) (b) 

!d)!d)~d)!d)d)d)!d)! !d)d)~d)!l! 
(c) (d) 

Figure 7.7: (a) A MCT circuit, (b) LNN circuit of (a) proposed in [11], and 
( c) obtained by the method in [23]. 

7.6 Experimental Results 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the new approaches, we transformed all 3-

qubit minimal MCT circuits into LNN circuits by using different approaches. 

The results are shown in columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 in Table 7.1. The proposed 

transformation approach results in the average number of gates being 27.1. 

In comparison, the average number of gates in minimal LNN circuits is 15.9. 

However, new transformation method results in smaller circuits when com

pared to other methods. The circuits in column 6 in Table 7.1 are optimized 

by using template matching optimization in which 21 LNN templates are 

used. Column 7 in Table 7.1 shows the results of optimized LNN circuits. 

The results show that 41 % gate reduction is required on average to reach the 
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minimal LNN circuits shown in column IL However, we obtain an approxi

mate 19% reduction, and a further 27% reduction is needed for the minimal 

results. 

7.7 Conclusion 

We present a new synthesis flow for LNN quantum circuits in which the trans

formations result in circuits with considerably lower quantum cost compared 

to other methods. Moreover, the template matching with new LNN tem

plates significantly reduces the number of gates in circuits with 3 qubits. 

In some cases, the reduction is more than 50%. The effectiveness of our 

approach is evident from the results of the benchmarks. 
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Transformation of minimal MCT circuits Optimization 
into LNN circuits 

Size LNN ::S 1111 A::Sl""I .!Vii:) M Optz 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 7 7 7 7 7 7 
2 29 29 29 29 29 29 
3 82 74 74 74 74 80 
4 181 110 110 112 112 169 
5 334 100 102 120 120 307 
6 374 33 53 125 125 324 
7 334 2 92 182 182 216 
8 337 20 182 186 186 169 
9 753 94 186 84 84 283 

10 1652 206 88 122 122 526 
11 2654 316 159 282 282 845 
12 2482 444 473 467 467 1228 
13 1674 618 762 628 629 1485 
14 1350 457 556 572 583 1561 
15 3236 102 219 533 591 1508 
16 6304 108 595 1084 1243 1336 
17 6028 286 1384 1253 1475 1074 
18 1508 671 1440 508 592 1277 
19 1302 1377 354 733 684 1848 
20 2566 1635 539 1180 1428 2392 
21 4314 1122 1777 1261 1508 2679 
22 2804 1418 2570 1942 1584 2542 
23 14 670 895 1199 1046 2316 
24 352 485 708 1334 1946 
25 986 1753 1813 2522 1482 
26 1571 3183 1646 2120 1297 
27 1703 1394 1109 789 1538 
28 2688 277 1530 1541 1748 
29 1299 1384 998 2764 1550 
30 394 3219 1568 1713 1361 
31 697 1974 2824 814 1342 
32 786 198 1365 1461 1131 
33 1442 1076 566 1728 825 
34 2899 3267 1701 2056 577 
35 2212 2409 1515 1491 463 
36 1879 176 1790 649 340 
37 1587 392 1616 1631 176 
38 276 1910 625 1870 100 
39 463 2069 1522 396 79 
40 1448 199 1762 353 75 
41 1221 92 316 656 45 
42 1713 696 496 549 25 
43 1910 927 631 214 11 
44 376 91 272 107 4 
45 201 16 386 185 0 
46 231 117 393 99 0 
47 242 271 59 54 1 
48 508 28 62 10 0 
49 745 2 161 25 1 
50 150 22 79 25 0 
51 75 36 56 4 0 
52 8 4 9 1 1 
53 23 0 25 1 
54 43 1 25 0 
55 198 5 2 4 
56 50 1 
57 27 1 
58 2 0 
59 4 4 
60 0 
61 7 
62 3 
63 1 

WAvg. 15.89 30.98 27.95 28.44 27.10 21.85 

Size: No. of gates in a circuit; LNN: No. of minimal 3-qubit LNN circuits; S: Using 
SWAP gates (11); AS: Using appropriate SWAP sequences [23); MS: Using model-1 and 
SWAP gates; M: Using proposed models; Opt(M): Optimized results for LNN circuits 
in coulmn M; WAvg. : Weighted Average. 

Table 7.1: Transformation and optimization of LNN cir
cuits. 
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Chapter 8 

Two-qubit Gate Library 

8.1 Introduction 

Many sets of quantum gates ( unitary matrices) are universal. When imple

mentations of quantum circuits are considered, the gates are traditionally 

limited to NOT, CNOT, Controlled-V, and Controlled-Vt. However, it has 

been suggested that all 2-qubit functions can be realized with a single 2-qubit 

gate of unit cost. The use of such gates should result in a cost-reduction of 

semi-classical quantum circuits. This chapter presents a two-qubit gate li

brary followed by an analysis of synthesizing semi-classical quantum circuits 

with gates realizing all two-qubit operations. 
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8.2 A Semi-classical 2-Qubit Gate Library 

The cost of a two-qubit NCV gate is one. However, there are many possi

bilities to define two-qubit gates by using unitary matrices. If a sequence 

of 1-qubit and 2-qubit quantum primitives in a circuit act on the same two 

qubits, then the sequence of gates can be represented by a unitary matrix, 

and the logic operations in the sequence can be performed as a two-qubit 

function of unit cost. We refer to this cost model as 2-qubit cost. Note 

that every gate in the NCV library generates non-entangled outputs for all 

binary inputs. With this property of the NCV gates, we introduce a 2-qubit 

semi-classical quantum gate library in which each gate has unit cost. A 

semi-classical gate is defined as follows: 

Definition 8.2.1. A sequence of single-qubit and two-qubit NCV gates acting 

on two qubits is said to be a semi-classical quantum gate if it generates 

non-entangled outputs for all binary inputs. 

We develop an iterative method that takes NCV gates and finds all possible 

2-qubit sequences that fulfill Definition 8.2.1. Such 2-qubit gates are ob

tained by iteratively concatenating NCV gates. By taking a single gate from 

the NCV library, initially we can find 8 (2 NOT gates+ 2 CNOT gates+ 2 

Controlled-V gates + 2 Controlled-Vt gates) possible 2-qubit gates. In each 

iteration, we take only those cascades of NCV gates for which the functions 

have not been seen in previous iterations. If a resulting cascade complies 

with Definition 3.2.3 in its logic operations, then the cascade is discarded. 
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For example, the sequence of the NCV gates shown in Figure 8.l(a) is a semi

classical 2-qubit gate. However, the gate sequence shown in Figure 8.l(b) is 

ignored since it is an entangled realization by Definition 3.2.3. The obtained 

results of generating 2-qubit semi-classical gates are shown in Table 8.1 in 

which column 2 shows the number of generated semi-classical gates and col

umn 1 represents how many NCV gates are required to obtain the gate. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8.1: (a) Semi-classical and (b) Entangled realizations. 

#NCVgates #2-qubit semi-classical gates 
1 8 
2 25 
3 47 
4 51 
5 28 
6 8 

Total 167 

Table 8.1: Semi-classical 2-qubits gates. 

By using the proposed 2-qubit semi-classical gate library, we find all mini

mal circuits of 3 qubits. Results are shown in Table 8.2. For comparison, 

the results of the minimal realizations of 3-qubit functions are also shown in 

Table 8.3 in which each NCV gate is considered to have unit cost. It can be 

observed that costs of quantum circuits can be reduced as we considered that 

each restricted 2-qubit gate has unit cost. With the proposed gate library, 

a cost reduction of 26.65% is achieved for all 3-qubit circuits that realize 
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Using 2-qubit semi-classical gates 
2-qubit Cost # /semi-classical #/classical 

0 1 1 
1 492 66 
2 38991 893 
3 166532 384 
4 139008 1920 
5 123072 4416 
6 742272 2880 
7 1042176 5952 
8 464640 11904 
9 1233792 1152 
10 908928 10368 
11 18816 384 

Total 4878720 40320 
Weighted Average 7.71 7.57 

#!semi-classical: No. of minimal circuits that realize semi-classical functions. 
#!classical: No. of minimal circuits that realize classical functions. 

Table 8.2: Minimal 3-qubit circuits with 2-qubit semi-classical gates. 

Quantum cost (#NCV gates) # f semi-classical #/classical 
0 1 1 
1 21 9 
2 219 51 
3 1489 187 
4 7389 417 
5 26328 714 
6 66269 1373 
7 125318 3176 
8 211248 4470 
9 389346 4122 
10 632088 10008 
11 748016 5036 
12 781620 1236 
13 872340 8340 
14 759436 1180 
15 237144 -
16 19680 -
17 768 -

Total 4878720 40320 
Weighted Average 11.56 10.03 

#!semi-classical: No. of minimal circuits that realize semi-classical functions. 
#!classical: No. of minimal circuits that realize classical functions. 

Table 8.3: Results of generating 3-qubit minimal circuits with the NCV gates. 

binary reversible functions. We observe that if logic operations in quantum 

circuits are shown by matrix-vector multiplication, then both realizations 

shown in Figure 8.1 can act as semi-classical 2-qubit gates since their ma-
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trices are identical, and they generate non-entangled outputs for all binary 

inputs. That is, if a semi-classical circuit c1 realizes a function f, then there 

may exist an entangled circuit c2 that realizes the same function f. This 

observation motivated us to investigate what the significance of entangled 

gates is, in realizing classical reversible functions with quantum circuits. We 

find that entangled 2-qubit gates have the potential to reduce 2-qubit costs 

in circuits as illustrated in the following example. 

Example 13. The circuit with 2-qubit cost 5, as shown Figure 8.2{ a), is 

obtained by using 2-qubit semi-classical gate library. The circuit realizes the 

function f(O, l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) -+ (1, 7, 4, 2, 6, 0, 5, 3). However, for the func

tion f, there is another circuit that includes an entangled gate ( right most 

two-qubit gate) as shown in Figure 8.2{b), and the circuit has 2-qubit cost 4. 

(a) 2-qubit cost: 5 (b) 2-qubit cost: 4 

Figure 8.2: (a) Circuit with semi-classical gates and (b) circuit with an en
tangled gate. 

8.3 A Restricted 2-qubit Gate Library 

If a semi-classical quantum circuit is obtained from the decomposition of 

a classical reversible circuit, then it can be shown that logic operations on 
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each gate in the circuit can be performed without entanglement. However, 

the gates in circuits can be rearranged in such a way that many sequences 

of single-qubit and two-qubit gates can be formed as either 2-qubit semi

classical or 2-qubit entangled gates. Therefore, it may be advantageous to 

consider 2-qubit gates that are not semi-classical. Moreover, example 13 

shows that if we use both 2-qubit semi-classical and entangled gates, then 

we can obtain circuits with reduced 2-qubit costs. With this motivation, 

we expand the 2-qubit gate library to include entangled gates as well. The 

resulting gate library is referred to as a restricted 2-qubit gate library in 

which a gate is defined as follows: 

Definition 8.3.1. A sequence of single qubit and two-qubit elementary quan

tum gates that are acting on the same two qubits in a circuit is said to be 

a restricted two-qubit gate if the gate sequence produces at least four 

two-qubit states that are not entangled. 

The motivation for the above definition is explained as follows: we are con

sidering only circuits that have binary inputs and binary outputs. However, 

since we are using NCV gates, the internal values may take 4 values (IO), 11), 

Iva), and lv1) ). This has the consequence that a 2-qubit system may be in 

one of 16 states as follows: 

lstate = {IOO), 101), IOvo), IOv1), 110), 111), llvo), llv1), lvoO), lvol), lvovo), lvov1), 

lv10), lv1l), lv1vo), lv1v1) }. 

However, of these 16 states, only 4 will be used since the input to the circuit 

is binary. Therefore, as long as four states are not entangled, it is possible to 
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use such a sub-circuit since it has the potential to generate a non-entangled 

output. By using an iterative search method as shown in Figure 8.3, we find 

all restricted 2-qubit gates that comply with Definition 8.3.1. We implement 

the algorithm shown in Figure 8.3 by using Matlab programming. The ma

trices of NCV gates are used to initialize the restricted 2-qubit gate library. 

There are 8 possible arrangement of NCV gates into 2 qubits as follows: 

G = {V(a, b), V(b, a), v+(a, b), v+(b, a), t2(a, b), t2(b, a), t1(b), t1(a)}. 

where CNOT and NOT gates are denoted by t2 and t1 respectively. The 

first and second parameters of the two-qubit gates in the set G represent the 

control and target respectively. Assume that the correspoding matrices of 

these gates can be represented by the set as follows: 

Each gate in the set G can be cascaded into the qubits a and b. The matrix 

of a resulting restricted 2-qubit gate is obtained by the appropriate multipli

cation of matrices as shown in line 12 in Figure 8.3. It is a well known fact 

that different realizations of a function are possible and those realizations 

of the same function can be represented by an identical matrix. In building 

the gate library, we take into count only one realization for a given matrix. 

Equivalence of gate realizations are verified by checking the equivalence of 

the transformation matrices of the gates. We obtain 783 restricted 2-qubit 

gates. Results are shown in column 2 in Table 8.4 and can also be found 

in [41]. Moreover, with this restricted 2-qubit gate library, we find all 3-
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(1) findRestricted2QGates() 
(2) I I input: Gmatrix is the set of matrices of gates G. 

(3) I I output: Gubrary is the set of all matrices of restricted 2-qubit 
quantum gates. 

( 4) Glibrary = 0; 
(5) foreach matrix m E Gmatrix 

(6) Glibrary = Glibrary Um; 
(7) n = IGubraryl; 

(8) do 
(9) k = n; n = O; 

(10) for i = IGubraryl - k to IGubrary - 11 
(11) foreach matrix m E Gmatrix 

(12) M = m * Glibrary[i]; /*Mis the matrix of resulting gate* I 
(13) if M =/ Id /* check M is not an identity matrix * I 
(14) if M ¢ Glibrary 

(15) Ostate = ¢; 
(16) foreach state Is) E !state /* apply all input states * I 
(17) 11/J) = M * Is); 
(18) if 11/J) E !state 

(19) Ostate = Ostate U Is); 
(20) if IOstatel ~ 4 I* check the number of output states * I 
(21) Glibrary = Glibrary UM; I* update the gate library* I 
(22) n = n + l; 
(23) while n =I O; 
(24) return Glibrary 

Figure 8.3: Algorithm to find restricted 2-qubit quantum 
gates. 

#NCV gates used #Restricted 2-qubit gates 
1 8 
2 37 
3 103 
4 195 
5 216 
6 164 
7 60 

Total 783 

Table 8.4: Number of restricted 2-qubit gates. 
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qubit minimal circuits. The results are shown in Table 8.5 in which column 

1 represents the 2-qubit cost of circuits. These results show a significant dif-

Realizations with restricted two-qubit gates 
2-qubit Cost # /semi-classical #/classical 

0 1 1 
1 492 66 
2 38415 893 
3 167108 384 
4 209952 4320 
5 632160 4896 
6 1108032 4032 
7 1096704 14976 
8 1421568 0 
9 204288 10752 

Total 4878720 40320 
Average 6.58 6.71 

#!semi-classical: No. of realizations that realize semi-classical reversible functions. 
#!classical: No. of realizations that realize classical reversible functions. 

Table 8.5: Minimal 3-qubit circuits with restricted 2-qubit gates. 

ference in realizing classical and semi-classical functions by using restricted 

2-qubit gates and semi-classical 2-qubit gates. In realizing classical functions, 

the number of realizations with costs 4 and 6 are obtained using restricted 

2-qubit gates is on average double the number of realizations obtained by 

using semi-classical gates. A dramatic improvement can be noticed for cost 

7 and 9. However, using the restricted two-qubit gate library, we do not ob

tain any circuit with cost 8 that realizes a classical reversible function. If we 

use the restricted 2-qubit gate library, then the average cost improvements 

are 11.36% and 34.98% with respect to the semi-classical 2-qubit gate library 

and the N CV library. 
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8.4 Impact on Toffoli Gates 

By using 2-qubit semi-classical gates, we obtain quantum realizations for 

Toffoli-3 with positive and negative controls as shown in Table 8.6. Toffoli-

3 with two negative controls can be realized with 6 NCV gates; however, 

its 2-qubit cost is 5 according to our proposed cost model. Moreover, with 

the restricted 2-qubit gate library, the same results are obtained. We observe 

Toffoli with positive and negative controls NCV realizations 

Quantum cost: 5, 2-qubit cost: 5 

Quantum cost: 5, 2-qubit cost: 5 

Quantum cost: 6, 2-qubit cost: 5 

Table 8.6: Realizations of Toffoli-3 with positive and negative controls. 

that when using an entangled gate in the Toffoli-3 realization, it is possible to 

transform it with adjacent control and target into its Linear Nearest Neighbor 

(LNN) circuit as shown in Figure 8.4(b). For comparison, the best known 

LNN circuit of Toffoli-3 is shown in Figure 8.4(c). Both the circuits have 

the same 2-qubit cost. However, we find that the Toffoli-3 gate with non

adjacent control and target shown in Figure 8.5(a) can be transformed into a 

LNN circuit with improved costs. Two different heuristics can be considered 

as follows: 
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(a) (b) 2-qubit cost 6 ( c) 2-qubit cost 6 

Figure 8.4: (a) Toffoli-3, (b) a LNN circuit with an entangled gate and (c) 
the best known LNN circuit. 

1. Decompose Toffoli-3 and transform the circuit into a LNN 

circuit: Let us consider the circuit shown in Figure 8.5(b ). Then after 

moving the control of each CNOT gate towards the target, the resulting 

circuit with 2-qubit cost 8 is shown in Figure 8.5( c). The circuit has 

13 NCV gates. By moving the target of each CNOT gate towards the 

control, the circuit obtained can be minimized resulting in a circuit 

with 2-qubit cost 6 as shown in Figure 8.5(d). The resulting circuit has 

10 N CV gates. 

(a) (b) Decompo- (c) A circuit with 2-qubit cost 8. 
sition 

( d) A circuit with 2-qubit 
cost 6. 

Figure 8.5: LNN Realizations of Toffoli-3 with non-adjacent control and tar
get. 
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2. Transform Toffoli-3 such that controls and target are adjacent, 

and then replace the Toffoli-3 with its LNN circuit: If we replace 

the Toffoli-3 in the circuit shown in Figure 8.6(b) with the best known 

non-entangled circuit in Figure 8.4( c), then the resulting circuit will 

have 13 NCV gates and 2-qubit costs of 7. On the other hand, if we 

use the entangled realization as shown in Figure 8.4(b) in replacing the 

Toffoli-3, then we obtain the minimized circuit with 11 NCV gates as 

shown in Figure 8.6( d). However, the 2-qubit cost of the circuit is still 

7. 

(a) (b) ( c) After replacing the Toffoli-3 with 
the circuit in Figure 8.4(c). 

( d) Minimized circuit of ( c) 

Figure 8.6: LNN realizations of Toffoli-3 with non-adjacent controls and 
target. 

In summary, Toffoli-3 with adjacent controls and target can be realized with 

2-qubit cost 5. Even this 2-qubit cost does not change if we consider mixed 

polarity of controls in Toffoli-3 gate. However, if the controls ( even with 

mixed polarity) of the Toffoli-3 gate are non-adjacent, then the 2-qubit cost 

is increased by only 1 as shown in Figure 8.5( d). 
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8.5 Conclusion 

We present two different 2-qubit gate libraries that can lead to significant 

cost reductions. The upper bound of 2-qubit costs of 3-qubit circuits is 9. 

In our analysis, we find that some 2-qubit gates in the proposed libraries are 

not useful in realizing binary reversible functions. It is interesting that we 

obtain 4,878,720 semi-classical realizations of 3 qubits for three different gate 

libraries (NCV, 2-qubit semi-classical, and restricted 2-qubit gates). Among 

those realizations, 99.17% are non-binary and only 0.83% are binary. Time 

and space complexity in the iterative process grows exponentially, and in this 

process the non-binary states in circuits do not converge into computational 

basis states. However, it seems impossible to develop an iterative process for 

finding more than 3-qubit functions. At this point, we still rely on Toffoli 

decomposition for classical reversible circuits to obtain quantum circuits of 

more than 3 qubits. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusion 

This thesis starts with an analysis of 3-qubit minimal semi-classical quan

tum circuits with the NCV gates. We obtain 3-qubit minimal semi-classical 

quantum circuits and classical MCT circuits. The minimal MCT circuits 

are non-minimal when they are decomposed into semi-classical quantum cir

cuits. In particular, on average 38.38% gate reduction is required for 3 qubits. 

Template matching is a well-known optimization heuristic. Chapter 4 gives 

answers as to why the set of existing quantum templates was incomplete 

and also presents template (identity realization) properties. To find the sub

circuits in a circuit by using the moving rule was the major difficulty of 

template matching. We overcome this difficulty by representing the circuit 

in a graph that enables us to find all possible gate sequences in both tem

plates and circuits. This graph-based implementation improves the efficiency 

of template matching. 
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Exact template matching with a set of MCT templates finds all minimal 

MCT circuits from 3-qubit non-minimal MCT circuits obtained from the 

transformation-based algorithm. This method also outperforms in reducing 

gates and achieves better results than that of other optimization methods. So 

far, we obtain the best results for semi-classical quantum circuits with NCV 

gates. Due to the space and time complexity, it is unexpected that templates 

of more than 3-qubits can be generated iteratively. Moreover, the applica

bility of a given template depends on the method by which the circuits were 

generated. For example, circuits obtained by transformation-based synthesis 

will have a different structure than those obtained from BOD-based synthe

sis. Therefore, the proposed heuristic of finding templates is promising. The 

understanding of identity realizations leads to the development of methods 

of synthesizing LNN circuits without using SWAP gates. 

There are many possibilities of constructing 2-qubit gates by using unitary 

matrices. In chapter 8 we analyse two different 2-qubit gate libraries in 

which each gate has a unit cost. Different quantum realizations of Toffoli-3 

in which entangled states may occur at intermediate positions are also shown. 

Combined with the cost-benefit analysis, these proposed gates may be incor

porated into the synthesis of binary reversible functions. Templates can be 

constructed for any universal reversible gate library, and the presented algo

rithms for exact template matching can be suitable for optimizing circuits. 
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Chapter 10 

Future Research 

In this thesis, some heuristic methods for logic synthesis have been proposed 

and the presented results can be further investigated. 

1. The number of 3-qubit templates grows exponentially as the size of 

templates increases. However, only few templates are frequently used 

and some of the generated templates have never been used. It would 

be useful to investigate which subset of templates have the best poten

tial to reduce circuits that are obtained by specific synthesis methods 

such as transformation-based algorithm [12] and Barenco's decomposi

tion [9]. 

2. Computationally, it is not feasible to find all templates even for 3 qubits. 

For the MCT and the NCV gate libraries, we know all 2-qubit tem

plates. The encoded MCT templates [13] show that the number of 

lines and controls of MCT gates in a template can be extended. So, 
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a template extension heuristic can be developed where all 2-qubit 

templates can be taken as base templates. Moreover, investigation of 

templates in which MCT gates can have both positive and negative 

controls might be beneficial [37, 40]. 

3. The heuristic of template derivation in Chapter 5 finds NCV templates 

for a given MCT gate. Those NCV templates are used significantly to 

optimize benchmarks. This heuristic can be generalized as a template 

expansion method that takes MCT templates as inputs and results in 

NCV templates. This approach might be the best one to find templates 

as Barenco's decomposition [9] will used to obtain both circuits and 

templates. 

4. Recently, a universal quantum gate set { H, Z, S, T, C NOT}, where 

H _ 1 ( 1 1 ) z _ 1 ( 1 o ) S _ 1 ( 1 o ) and T _ 1 ( 1 9 ) - v'2 1 -1 , - v'2 0 -1 , - v'2 0 i , - v'2 o e!tf ' 

is used to map MCT circuits to quantum circuits [47]. The resulting 

quantum circuits still show room for further improvement. Whether 

the proposed approach of template matching can be adopted for such 

circuits should be investigated. 
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